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VOL. 7.

CLOVIS, CURRY COUNTY,

NO.

NEW MEXICO, DECEMBER 18. 1913.

$1.00 PER YEAR

Who is the Oldest Homesteader in Curry Co.

It is up to Tucumcuri

and Grady.

Who is the oldest homesteader in Curry County has been re-

received here this
we.?k from the promoters and
financial agents of the Tucumcari
to Midland railroad, commonly
called here the north and south
road, indicate that the only obstacle now in the way of proceeding with the proposition is
the failure of Tucumeari and
Grady to accept the plan agreed
upon by the other towns along
the proposed route. It is intimated that unless the towns of
Tucumcari and Grady make a
definate decision soon, that it is
possible that the plans may be
changed and independent town-site- s
established on the upper
plains and at a connection
with the Dawson railroad some
where northeast of Tucumcari.
One of the engineers writes one
of our railroad committee to the
effect that the Chicago people
are ready to sign up the contracts
and make the required securities
and that the bondholders in
Trenton New Jersey are also
ready and willing to finance the
project, providing everything is
arranged at an
satisfactorily
early date.
As the matter stands at present, it is squarely up to our
northern neighbors.

Letters

Here's health to you, and glee to you, and merriest
Christmas cheer; and may the New Year be to you
your brightest, happiest year.

peatedly asked, but not until a
few days ago has any one claimthat honor. Mrs.
ed title to
Fernetty F. Tracy, hail and
hardy at 91, we believe claims
the undisputed title of being the
oldest homesteader in Curry
ounty. A few days ago she
office of U. S.
appeared
CommissiedBHkirren and sub
year proof
mitted
land lying
for 320
northwest oWvis, her eyes
sparkling vjth life as she at
tached her signature, in a Dis
tinctly legible hand, to the
papers, which will, in all probability, convey to her 320 A. of
Uncle Sam's public domain.

atte

fHfe
slK

Police Court Affairs
After a long peroid of dullness
and as the court might term it

disagreebly peacable times,
the stillness has been broken and
the last few days witnessed
scenes of renewed activity d
fore Justice Noble. His honorV
was aroused from his slumbers
for an early morning session
Monday at about 5 a. m., when
eight captives caught in a raid
j; i
i
in the souea aove aisinci uy
Bill Bailey
Ivy
and
officers Frank
the court
before
where hailed
establishing
resicharged with
period
a
for
dence in the district
of over six months. The early
morning hour wan dtcuiod upon
as best to make the haul and
the nets wf-r- arranged accord
ingly. Each w as assessed $9.&o.

The concrete work on the new the A. T. & S. F. Hospital As- ing
was
dedicated in ap
by propriate addresses by Chief
accompanied
Santa Fe hospital at Clovis is sociation,
finished and the brick work is Chief Snrgeon Kaster a nd Chief Surgeon Kaster, Chief Engi
now being ru. d to completion. Engineer Bisbee made a special neer Bisbee and Trustee ThomMr. F. B. McKmnell, of Wichi- trip to Clovis recently for the as, all of whom expressed great
ta, the man who is looking af- purpose of going over the plans s Msfaction in the general layter the interests of the hospit- and the proposed site of the out of the building and in its
al association informs us that it building.
location, together with the deMasons Elect Officers.
acquired
has
most
association
The
equipped
with the
will be
sire that work be commenced
At the regular meeting of modern improvements and ar- a block of ground situated in with the least possible delay
Olovis lodge, No. 44 A. F. & ranged according to the very the western pare of the city, and pushed through to compleA. M.. last Tuesday night, the
latest ideas in hospital construe upon which the building will be tion.
t
following officers were elected tion.
erected, fronting east, at a disThe building, which is of very
for the ensuing year.
The Santa Fe magazine, in a tance of approximately r.eventy attractive design, will be two
C. E. Justus. W. M.
recent issue had the following five feet from the east and south stories with basement, conPreston La Sheir, S. W.
structed of reinforced concrete
data regarding the new hospital: lines of the property.
Sam Byers of Portales was arR. L. Pryor, J. W.
The board, accompanied by with pebble-das- h
"Employees of the Santa Fe
exterior finMonday, charged with
rested
Wallace Carmack, Treas.
located in the vicinity of Clovis representatives of the city of ish, electric lisrhtinK. hot water
a deadly weapon on
with
assault
A. J, Whiting. Sec'y.
are soon to have one of the Clovis, the building contractor heating system, refrigeratihg
of W. S. Sexton.
person
the
Oscar Justus, Tyler.
system, with all other accessomost modern hospitals in that and a number of employes,
is alleged to have
assault
The
yet
The Master elect has not
the site, where, the plans ries anr1 equipment necessary in
section of the country, both in
in
place
the same district
taken
named his appointive officers.
method of construction and in and location of the building, an
hospital, one of as that previously mentioned,
having been agreed upon, a
equipment.
weilded a
McGoff,
simple, but impressive cere- which the city of Clovis as well when the assailant
Kouns,
Messrs.
The Alfalfa Lumber Company
of
his vic-- t
head
the
over
bottle
well
may
recently installed an 18 foot Thomas and Butterfield, mem- mony took place. Ground was as ail Santa Fe men
dangerous
inflicting
i m,
Farebanks scale, of which their bers of the board of trustees of broken and the proposed build be proud.
wounds. He was released
manager. W. B. Cramer, is very
bond to appear at a preproud . This was made necessary
Practically every line of busi liminary trial Monday.
in rder to weigh the large for-i- p
ness in Clovis has1 some pro
farm wagons that come in
tection from the outside intruder
A. D. Rhodes, alias Muddy
except the printer. Ordinances Rhodes was released from the
fruin the country.
have recently been passed by the the charge of grand larceny MonJ. H. Shepard, editor of the
P ortales Herald, who is a real Curry County Auto Highway Association Will Entertain city council preventing clothing day in a trial before Justice
peddlers and order book solicitors Noble. It is alleged that Rhodes,
live Portales valley booster, was
Delegates from Other Similar Organizations at
from selling their goods without who was in partnership with W.
in the cky Monday en route
Night.
Saturday
Spread
Antlers
at
obtaining a license. Similar E. Marsh in the hog business,
first
home from Texico, where he ocalso apply to the had appropriated certain of the
ordinances
cupied the pulpit Sunday.
selling
chickens, produce animals to his own use without
farmer
Adjutant General, Herring, The delegates from the Pan- and members of the associations meat etc., for commercial pur- - a,,- - nrocess of eauity or law.
Mexico towns and commercial club will be
was in the city Monday on a handle and New
to Ocean tendered a banquet at the Ant- poses, in this manner protecting Assistant district attorney, Jim
Ocean
on
the
located
tour of inspection of the com-highway will meet at Clovis on lers hotel on Grand Avenue. As the groceryman and butcher, Hall, who was here in the case
anies of the State guard. Com-pan- y
20 for the the seating capacity of the din- who pays the occupation license instructed the court to release
"k" of Glovis entertained Saturday, December
purpose of organizing and con- ing room is limited to sixty and and dozens of other expenses to Mr. Rhodes of the charge.
him during his visit in Clovis.
high- over half that number have paid maintain the city government
solidated or
The agents for the Reynolds way association and to perfect their dues and the price for the and do business, but the printer
Did You Learn
addition company, who have the plans and make arrange- plate, those desiring reservations who also pays license to help ' Why John Barry recently lost
been selling addition property in ments to get the ocean to ocean should notify the committee at boost the city is in no manner
protected from the outside in- a lady customer?
C ovis. have met with some highway in shape for the 1914 once.
Why the Governor failed to
truder, who sells printed stationsuccess, having sold several auto traffic to the pacific coast
ary, calendars and gets up all meet the factional Curry County
choice lots to Clovis citizens.
Governor McDonald Here kinds of advertising schemes politicians?
and intermediate points.
railroad
Clovis is located on this branch
Governor W. C. McDonald was such as lodge, hotel andsense
"DAD" Carleton, the pioneer
In
of The amount of your taxes-w- ell,
the
directories.
Santa Fe engineer, who now has of the highway, which will run in the city Monday and address- justice and fair play, it is now
cheer up the worst is yet
an all daylight passenger run from Amarillo to Albuquerque, ed the City High School children up to the board of alderman to to come.
from Amarillo to Sweetwater which route will be logged and Monday morning and left on the protect the printer. In TucumThat early Christmas is best
cari the printer has this protecand return, was in the city Sun- listed in the 1914 blue book, noon train for Portales.
mer- for both customer and dealer?
which i a t o the overland
An impromptu reception was tion and furthermore the
day, visiting his family.
association must either
That Clovis is the biggest
traveler what the commercial held at the office of C. E. Dennis chants
disapprove of a propo- turkey market i n the state.
or
approve
agencies are to the wholesale Monday morning and many of sition offered bv an outsider be
Gobble you?
Catholic Services
dealer. An accurate guide and the citizens appeared to greet fore he can do any business with Wouldn't that
marked route, giving full and the Governor. With Governor them, even if he obtains a license
Hifch mass at midnight
Alex Shipley went to Ei Paso
McDonald was Adjutant General This acts as both a protection to
accurate information.
eve and two masses
business, Sunday.
printer.
on
the
the merchant and
After the meeting the visitors Herring.
day, at 6 a. m. and 9 a. m.
m

vjs-ite- d

te

BANQUET FOR THE
GOOD ROADS BOOSTERS

p

a.

1

HERE IS A TIMELY SALE NOTED FOR ITS TRUE FACTS AND VALUES
Hundreds of thrift 'wise buyers will find listed herewith, articles which they have been thinking of buying and will be among the throngs
of early shoppers who, realizing the importance of this event will be here
to take jtfBbti

Positively no alterations of anykind will be made and nothing ex- of the marvelous saving chances which this occasion presents.
leaving
will
Sale
until every article is sold, as I, MRS. E. C. GRISAMORE. am
store.
paid
last
for
before
the
be
must
purchase
OSBORNE,
&
and must do so before lease expires.
of
GRISAMORE
firm
the
from
withdrawing

changHHh every

atch this space each week for bargains and save money.
$12.50 Laiies Skirts
"
"
12.00
"
"
11.00
"
"
10.00
"
"
9.00
"
"
8.50
"
"
7.00
6.50 and 6.00 "
" ..
5.00
"
4.00

$9.75
8.50
8 25
7.75
7.25
7.00
5.15
5.10
3.98
3 49

1

.

You will find everything marked in plain figures as follows:

$8.00 Ladies Silk Petticoats
"
"
"
5.50

'

4.00

"

"

8.50

"

$1.75 Ladies Klosfit Petticoats
" Heatherbloom "
1.35
"
"
"
1.00
"
"
Knit
1.75
"
"
"
1.25
"
"
1.00
Flannette

Children's Flannette Petticoats
35cts
Ladies Sweater Coats at $2.98, $2.25, $1,50.

$6.52
4.25
3 49
2.98

Ladies American Beauty Corsets
Lot No 1
$1.75
Lot No 2
1.25
Lot No 3
50
Ladies Madame Grace Corsets
2.98
Also see sales prices on Ladies, Misses and
Girls Suits and Coats.

$1.25

.98
75
1.25
98
75

Special Prices on Hats, Feathers, Plumes, Ribbons, and in fact everything in the Millinery
Line. Also Cut prices on all Furs and Holiday Goods.

.... GRISAMORE & OSBORNE ....
Local and Personal
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Rush
Berry, a girl, Wednesday, Dec.
10th.
Mrs. Doubleday, of Texico,
was in town, Monday.
Arch Deacon, Warren is expected this week to hold services
in the Episcopal Church.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Rickettsof
Meadeville, Pa., arrived Tuesday
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Ralph
Martin.

Berry entertained
of
several
her friends at a flinch
party Thursday evening, at her
Miss Lillian

home.
Mrs. Sallie Bishop left the
early part of the week for Kentucky, where she will spend the
holidays with relatives.
The Episcopal Church will
have services Thursday night,
also communion services at 9
o'clock a. m. Friday.
Mrs. Estell Ruhlmann arrived
Thursday morning from Los
Angeles, California, to visit her
mother and brothers.
Messrs, Earl Clark and wife.
H. Clark, J. H. Barlow and Will
Leatherman left Thursday for
Carlsbad on business for the
R. R. in the Water Service.
They will remain until after the
holidays.
J. L. Willis, of Quanah Texas,
has taken charge of the European
Hotel. J. P. Courtney, who had
charge of the hotel has taken
charge of Hotel de Clovis.
C. C. Claiborne, one of the
enterprising members of the
Mansfield Land Company left
Wednesday to spend the holidays
with his parents at Knoxville,
Tenn.

Victor Bieler went to Portales,

Early Christmas shopping is
khe slogan every where. It gives
the department and toy store
clerks a chance without rushing
them to death just a day or two
before Christmas.
An error
as made in the
birth notice of the infant child of
Curgis Higgins, which should
read that it was a baby girl, and
that the little lady weighed 8 lbs,
instead of being a boy and
weighing 9 lbs.
Mr. Jerry Roberts, of Melrose,
a well known and respected
citizen of Melrose died las week
while on his way to Kansas to a
hospital, for medical care. He
leaves a wife and other relatives
besides a large number of frie nds
to mourn his loss.

Monday.
W. I.

Luikart is enjoying a

visit from his mother this week.
Mrs. Luikart, Sr. will also visit
in Portales.
Associas
The
tion met at the School House
Friday afternoon and 'a very interesting program was rendered.
Mrs. E. T. Massey, formerly
of Clovis but now of Bartlesville,
Oklahoma, is shaking hands with
with her many friends in Clovis,
this week.
Miss Edith Bradfield, formerly
one o f Clovis' most popular
young ladies, is expected this
week from Kansas City to spend
the holidays as the guest of Mrs.
J. C. Nelson.
The churches of the city have
united their Christmas exercises
and will have a union Christmas
this year at the Lyceum Theater.
The price for admittance will be
as usual, and the receipts will
go for a present for each child
that attends Sunday School.
Also that famous moving picture
' 'The Star of Bethfe hem' ' will be
thrown on the canvas.
Parent-Teacher-

Curry County Daily
Record Reporter.
Dec 12, 13 1913.

Warranty Deeds.
A. H. Woods to J. S. Edwards
$1385 lot 5 blk 75 Clovis.

Mortgages.

with costs of Buit, interest and
n" which
attorney's fee, and
judgment an attachment was
sustained against the real estate
levied upon under- - writ of attachment issued in said cause
and hereinafter described and
said real estate was ordered sold
to satisfy said judgment and
indebtedness.
Now, therefore, Notice is
hereby given that the undersigned as sheriff of Curry County,
acting by and under authority
of said writ of attachment and
the orders and judgment of
said Court in said cause, on the
12th day cf January 1914 at the
hour of two o'clock in the afternoon, at the front door of
court house in the city of Clo
vis, Curry, County, New Mexicp,
will offer and expose for sale,
at public outcry to the highest
bidder for cash in hand the
following described real estate,
situate in Curry county, New
Mexico,
Lots 15 and
16 in block 22 and lots 12, 13,
14, 15 and 16 in Block 26. all in
Clovis Place, an addition to the
city of Clovis, and will apply
the proceeds of said sale towof said
ard the satisfaction
judgment and indebtedness.
This the 16th day of Decem
ber 1913.
D. L. Move,
Sheriff.
to-wi- t:

H. L. Griffith to C. B. Clegg,
$120 nw4
A. S. Walker to C. B. Clegg,
$200 nw
Wm. M. Hollman to P. A.
Thomas $1800 E2-- 2 35.
E. H. High to First Nat'l Bank Notice of Sale of Real Estate
Clovis $1535 Blks 1 to 17 Lin
Under Attachment.
coln Park Addition and Tracts
Whereas on the 6th day of
19. 20. 21. 22. 28. 20. 30. 31, 22
D18 J13.
1913, in an action
34. 35, 36. 37 and 38 Lincoln December
pending in the District Court of
Park.
Curry County, New Mexico,
Compiled by F. S. Burns.
Notice of Suit
in which Chas. E. Dennis, as
League Social
&
To R. A. Critcher, Otto Lieb elt,
Receiver for American Bank
Trust Company was plaintiff, Clyde J. Shoup and G. T. Jones:
The young people of the
You will hereby take notice
League gathered at the and John R. Anderson was deparlors of the Methodist Church fendant, said action being num- that suit has been filed and is
Friday evening. Parlor games bered 676 on the civil docket now pending in the Dietrict
Refreshments of said court, judgment was Court of Curry County, New
were played.
consisting of fruit, nuts and rendered against said defendant Mexico in which Clovis Buildin the sum of $1986.56. together ing & Loan Association is plain
candies were served.
32-6-3- 6.

the persons
this notice is addressed,
are defendants, and "that said
suit is numbered
709 on the
civil docket of said court.
You will further take notice
that the general objects of said
suit are as follows: To recover
judgment against you and
each of you in the sum of
$353.95, costs, interest and attorney's fee, on account of
balance due on a promissory
note, executed by the said Otto
Liebelt and Clyde J. Shoup to
said plaintiff, in the sum of
to
$300.00, and
foreclose a
mortgage deed given to secure
said note, conveying the following described real estate, situate in Curry county New Mexico
Lot 11 in block 21 in
Clovis Place, an addition to the
town of Clovis.
You will further take notice
that unless you answer or plead
in said suit on or before The
30th day of January 1914, judgment by default will be rendered against you and plaintiff
will opply to the court for the
relief prayed for in its com
plaint filed in said suit.
You will further take notice
that Harry L. Patton, whose
business and postoffice address
is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff in said suit.
tiff, and you,

to-wi-

t:

In Witness

I

1913.

A. L.

.

Ep-wort-

Whereof,

have hereunto set my hand and
affixed the seal of said court
this the 17th day of December

Awalt

County Clerk.
D18-J1-

3

h

Mrs. Adkins was over from
Texico Saturday, shopping.
J. E. Houchen, wife and son
George left Sunday for California
to visit until after the holidays.

PROFESSIONAL

Railroad

Notice of Suit.

To H. W. Williams:
You will hereby take notice
that suit has been filed and is
"f$
No.
now pending in the District
DENTIST
113.. Ar. from Chicago, Kanot Cuny County, New
Court
Office Opposite P. Q.
sas city, Wichita, Amarillo
Mexico, i n which Chas. E
Phone 89.
and points east
10:50 "
Dennis, as Receiver for AmeriCLOVIS,
NEW MEX.
can bank & Trust Company, is
113 Dep. for Melrose. Fort
plaintiff, an.i you, the said H. W.
Sumner, Vaujrn, Mountain-air- ,
Williams, are defendant; and
Belen, Albuquerque
that said suit is numbered 704
1 1:20 a. m.
and points west
on the Civil Docket of said Court.
Physician
& Surgeon
114.. Ar. from Pecos, CarlsYou will further take notice
Special attention to diseases of
bad, Roawell and Portales
the general objects of said
that
10:65a. m. the Eye, Ear, Nost' and Throat suit are & follows: To recover
bnd Fitting Glasses.
judgement against you in the
114.. Dep. for Amarillo. WichOver First National ftank,
ita. Kansas citv, Chicago
Ofllc Phone IB"
S.
sum of $498.60 and costs, interest
Residence Phone
1 1 :45 a. m.
and points east
New Mex. and attorney 's fee, on account of
Clovis,
a certain promissory note, ex117.. Ar. from Chicago. Kansas city, Wichita, Amarilecuted by you on December 31,
lo and points east 12:05 a. m.
1912, payable to American Bank'
117.. Dep. for Portales, Ros-- ,
& Trust Company; and to foreof the firm of Dra. Presley
Swearingin
well, Cii !tbad and Pecos
close a chattei mortgage executOf I! osw.il
11:25 a. m. will be in Clovis from ,the 10th ed by you to secure said note
to 20th ot each month treating upon the law library, furniture
118.. Ar. from Albuquerque,
Mountainair, Ft. Sumner,
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose and fixtures belonging to you
Melrose and points west
and Throat and Fitting Glasses. and therein described.
4:30 a. m.
You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer
118.. Dep. for Amarillo, WichDR. H. R. GIBSON
ita, Kansas city, Chicago
or plead in said suit on or before
and points on Coleman
the 8th day of January, 1914,
cut-o4:35 a. m.
judgment by default will be
Treats all diseases birth acute rendered against you and plain
and chronic. Special attention tiff will apply to the court for
given to diseases of women.
the relief prayed for in his comPATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
plaint riled in said suit.
The Pecos and Northern Office ver Skidmore Drug Store You will further take notice
that Harry L. Patton, whose
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Texas Railway Company
business and Posto'Tice address
New Mexico. is Clovis, Ntvv Mexieo, is atlovis.
LUBBOCK TO TEXICO
torney for plaintiff in said suit.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
have hereunto set my hand and
In Effect Friday Nov. 14, 1913
m. d. affixed
the seal of said court this
Central Standard Time
the 26th day of November, 1913.

R. R. DUNCAN

.

DR. A. L. DILLON

D. D.

Swearingin

Osteopath

ff

ON THE MERITS

la

COMPARISON
below, we feel that we are entitled to your business and we will be pleased to have you open an
account with us if you are not already one of
our customers.
Statements rendered to the Comptroller of
Currency show:
Deposits
Sept. 4, 1912
Mar.

26-191-

2

Feb. 4, 1913
Apr. 4, 1913

June

4, 1913

$104,291.25
105,309.59
108,649.96
112,106.45
117,832.30

Cash and Sight Exchange
52 per ct
$54,668.76
48 per ct
50,226.43
52 per ct
56,802.81
49 per ct
55,394.07
52 per ct
61,860.99

STATE and A. T. & S. F.
DEPOSITOI

The
Clovis National
Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

Time Table

L. A. Dickman,
...Physician

FIRST CLASS
No. 1 Mixed
Monday, Wed., Friday

A. M.
10:00 lv.
12:15 ar.
1:30 lv.
3:13 lv.
4:32 lv.
5:20 ar.
M. P.

FlKb

t CLASS

Ho. 2 Mixed

Tue., Thurs.. Sat.

P. M.

Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Office phone 53.
Res. 219.

Lubbock

ar. 1:45

...I

LlTTLEFIELD

lv. 11:45

Clovis,

LiTtLefield ar. 10:49
lv. 9:06
Muleshoe

Lariat
Texico

lv. 7:57
lv. 7:00
A. M.

Coal, Coal, Coal

at the Clovis

Fuel Yard, ofcourse.
Phone
-- C. D. Irvine, Mngr.
f

131.

t--

Phone your hardware wants
Barry Hardware Co.

to No. 72

& Surgeon...

....

New Mex.

persons wishing to invest
in California Land.see J. B.
Combs, at the Gillespie Hotel.
Clovis, N. M.
This land is
located 40 miles west of Fresno,
in the San Joaquin Valley, and
is being sold in blocks from 20
acres up, at $40 per acre. $5.00
per acre cash. Payments easy.
3t pd.
yV.ny

Declare War on Colds.

For Sale!
LOt 7, ClOCK 61,

Lot 2, Biock 74,
Lots 11 and 12, Block 30,
North Park Addition.
Anyone wanting these lots
make me an offer, as I need
money.

Josephine Burnett,

Druggist.

405

Broadway,
Portland, Ortjgon.

Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER

Land for Exchange
We

Admitted to practice as
agent before U. S. Land
Office and departments at
Washington.

Eight years experience

will

Write

FORD COMPANY,
Jefferson, Texas.

2t.

as U. S. Commissioner
and two years as Register
U. S. Land Office at Fort
Sumner.
Legal documents of all
kinds carefully drawn.

Office in
News Building
Clovis,

New Mexico.

exchange a few good

farms in Northeast Texas where
it rains, for good grazing land.

For Sale!
Lot 2, Block 31, Original
Plat, Clovis.
8 West Clovis.
2;
Block,
Lot
Make me an
Must sell.
Address owner,
G. W. EDWARDS,

offer.

N-2- 7

'

D-1-

Cough Remedy
TV many remarkable cures of cold and grip effected by this preparation, have made it famous over a large part of the civilized world.
It can always be depended upon and is pleasant to take.
It not only cures colds and grip but counteracts any tendency toward
pneumonia.
It contains no opium or other harmful substance and may be given to
a baby as confidently as to an adult.

ToNight.
Tonight, ii you feel dull and atupll, or !h lic.ua
and const! pated. take a doae of Chamberlain'a
TableU and you will feel all right tomorrow.
For Sale by All Druggists.

Notice of Suit.
To Stephens A. Clineher.3 and
L. C. West, and the unknown
claimants of interest in the

premises hereinafter described
adverse to plaintiff herein:
You will hereby take notice
that suit has been filed and is
now pending in
the District
Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, in
which American
Bank & Trust Company is plaintiff and you, the persons to
whom this notice is addressed,
are defendants, and that said
suit is numbered 708 on the
Civil Docket of said court.
You will further take notice
that the general objects of said
suit are aa follows: To' quiet
title in the plaintiff to the following described real estate
situate in Curry County, New
Mexico,
Lot one in
block thirty (30) in the original
town of Clovis, and praying the
court that you and each of you
be barred and forever estopped
from claiming any right or title
to said real estate.
You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer
or plead in said suit on or before the 8th day of January.
1914. judgment by default will
be rendered against you, and
plaintiff will apply to the court
for the relief prayed for in its
complaint filed in said suit.
You will further take notice
that Harry L. Patton, whose
business and postoffice address
is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff in jaidsuit.
In Witness Whlhe: , t have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court this
he 25th day of November 1913.
to-wi- t:

A. L.

2807 Olive St.

St. Louis, Mo.

Awalt,

Countv Clerk.

(Seal)

ALSO FIT GLASSES...

California Land

A crusade of education which aims "that
common colds may become uncommon within
has been beirun by
the next (feneration"
prominent New York physicians. Mere is a lint
of the '"don'ta," which the doctors say will prevent the annual visitation of the cold:
"Don't alt in a draughty car."
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
Don't avoid the fresh air."
Don't stuff yourself at meal time. Over-Batin- g
reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you take a
cold get rid of It aa quickly as possible. To acill And Chamberlain's
complish that you
Cough Remedy most excellent.
Sold by Al

A. L.

Chamberlain's

(Seal)

Awalt.

County Clerk.
N27 D18

Holiday Specials
The
Central Meat Market
Has the Following Sugestions to Offer:

Choice Cuts, Meats:
Beef, Veal, Pork, Mutton,
Turkeys, Chickens,
Celery, Cranberries,
Pickles of all kinds,
Oysters, Mince Meat, Fish,
Apples, Oranges, Grapes, Bananas,
and in fact everything in our line
for a Good Luscious Holiday Dinner
THE CENTRAL MEAT MARKET
Phone No. 7

West Grand Ave.

..Moran Drug Go
Remember
the Place,
the Drugs,
the Sundries.
Also remember the dainty SANDWICHES served
with HOT CHOCOLATE

I

CLOVIS, NEW

ME XICO,

"IT SEEMED

L

IJfOULD DIE"
Expression Used by Mrs. McGee
in Describing tbe Terrible
Agonies She Underwent.

aoafllBi

Texas. "For
Stephenvllle,
ten
fears," says Mrs. Jay McQee, of this
place, "I suffered from womanly troubles. I had terrible headaches, palm
In my back, etc.
My husband told me to try Cardul,
the woman's tonic, but I did not think
anything would do me any good.
It seemed as though I would die, I
offered so! At last, I consented to try
Cardul, and It seemed to help me right
away. I was Interested, and continued
Its use.
The full treatment not only helped
, but it cured me
It will li tli
same for all sick orJHHMng girls or
women both IliarfflNHt unmarried.
will always jHHpCardul, the
woman's tonic, highly, Tor it has been
U. uiep.s of saving my life and giving
me good health."
Other women,' who suffer as Mrs.
McGee did, should profit by her experience, and get relief, as she did, by
taking Cardul, the woman's tonic.
For women's pains, for womanly
weakness,
troubles, for nervousness,
etc.. Its 50 years of splendid success,
has proven that Cardul Is a good remedy, prompt, reliable and harmless.
Cardul is almost sure to help you
and will leave no disagreeable
Try It

ALLEN

'
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anclose

stamp tor reply.
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and only

In some locationa a house of one
story and a half looks better than a
higher one. Some folks like to build
low houses and to make them wider.
There are all kinds of houses and all
sorts of people, so that everyone
should be satisfied. There is a comfortable look about the little cottage
here illustrated that I like. It has a
roomy, comfortable, cool appearance
for summer; and it looks as though a
would
good furnace in the cellar
make it warm and cozy In tbe winter,
too. It Is 30x45 feet long on the
ground, with the addition of two
porches.
This bouse should face the north.
Not every house plan Is suitable for a
lot with a northern exposure. Generally speaking, a southern frontage is
preferred; but sometimes a northern
outlook Is desirable. Jt is not possible
to face every house to the south, because there are not sites enough of
this kind .to go around. There are
advantages In a northern exposure,
with a house built like this, which offset some of the disadvantages.
The
bedparlor, library and downstairs
room could get the east sun in the
morning. The kitchen would be bright
and cheerful while the work Is going
on in the forenoon, and the dining
room would be pleasant In winter time
from ten or eleven o'clock In the morning until night. The hallways, both up- -

jflaBaiS'&l

9
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one thing in a house prominent above
everything else. There Is such a
thing a harmony In house construction, as, well as In dress or music.
One reason why open fires are not
more popular Is because the draft of
the chtmuey has so often been left
out of the contract. It Is easy to spe
cify the size and height, and to stipu-uattbe amount of brick to be incorporated in the chimney; but it is not
so easy to specify the amount of air
that shall pass up the flue in a given

Alec's Occupation In the Kitchen Evidently Meant Serious Results
to Her Pantry.

'

I

Some thlevea have no higher ambition than the top roost In a chicken
bouse.
WORKS ALL DAY
at Night on Grape-Nut-

And Studies

a

Food.

Some of the world'a great men have
worked during the day and studied
evenings to fit themselves for greater
things. But it requires a good constitution generally to do this.
A Oa. man was able to keep It up
with ease after hv had learned the
alustalning power of Grape-Nutthough he had failed In health before
be changed his food supply. He says:
"Three years ago I had a severe attack of stomach trouble which left me
unable to eat anything but bread and

atr,

nprvniiH strain at in V olUcu
Irora 6 A. M. to 6 P. M. and improper
foods caused my health to fall rapidly.
"Tlifl

"Foods" were
Cereal and
tried without benoflt until I saw Grape-Nut-s
mentioned In the paper.
"In hopeless desperation 1 tried this
food and at once gained strength, flesh
and appetite. I am now able to work
11 day at
the office and study at night,
without the nervous exhaustion that
was usual before I tried Grape-Nuts- .
"It leaves me strengthened, refreshed, satisfied ; nerves quieted and
toned up, body and brain waste restored. I would have been a living
skeleton, or more likely a dead one by
this time, it it had not been for Orape-Nuts.- "
d

id uniLu unuiw,

Possibly Things Would Have Hap
paned If Mrs. Jones Had Heard
Remark of Her Husband.

F HUTCH

Every one has heard authentic
stories of the man who asked another,
"Who is that old frump over yonder?"
and got the reply, "She Is my wife."
But tbe story doesn't go far enough.
Jones observed an old lady sluing
across the room.
"For heaven's sake!" he remarked
to Robinson, "who is that extraordinarily ugly woman there?"
"That," answered Robinson, "Is my
wife."
Jones was taken shark, but moved
up front again.
"Well," he said persuasively, "you
Just ought to see mine!" New York
Evening Post.
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Li
length of time. Tbe draft, however, Is
more important than any other part of
tbe chimney. Without a good draft it
is impossible to have a satisfactory
fire.
Builders ti chimneys seldom

SICK
is

If tongue
Mother!
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."

Children love this "fruit laxative."
and nothing else cleanses, the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result ia
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
feverish, don't eat,
cross, balf-elcsleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See If tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food pan sob, out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers givo "California
Syrug of Figs" because it 1b perfectly
harmless; children love It, and it never fails to act on the stomach, liver
and .bowels.
bottle
Ask at the store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
e

Keep

Your

Youthful,

Locks

Dark,

Glossy and Thick With Common

Garden Sage and Sulphur.
When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing this mixture,
though, at homo !s mussy and troublesome. For 50 cents you can buy at
any drug storo the ready-to-ustonic
called "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You Juet dampen a
sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morning all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
You will also disand luxuriant.
cover dandruff is gone and hair haa
stopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no disgrace, is a sign of old age, and as we
all desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur and look years
younger. Adv.
The Right Way.
"Bill went all to pieces."
"What did his wife say?"
" 'Bill, collect yourself.' "

Second Floor Plan.

m

m 4S4V

Look,

SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY ITI

50-ce-

A Temperance Note.
"I hear the temperature Is going to
take a drop or two."
"Oh, naughty, naughty!"

The most effective, yet simplest remedy
for coughs is Dean's Mentholated Cough
Drops 5q at Drug Stores.

The office that seeks the man haa
the lone fisherman stalled to a standstill.
Mrn.Winslow'a Soothing Syrup for Chlldrea
teething, aofteue tbe guma, redueea Inflammation, allaje pain,curea alnd rolict&c a boltleja

This is a free country, which may
always
explain why the politicians
help themselves.

PALS

m'iii'i'i'iii

J&mWf&titmMk

GOOD DIGESTION

AND GOOD HEALTH

Are you really "acquainted"

with them?
Are you in "daily" touch
with a keen appetite?
Do you know the pleasure of
eating without distress?
Is your liver active and the

Always on the Job.
Jack I hear that Mabel Is an occasional contributor to magazines.
Edith Judging from the quanttles
of powder she is purchasing I should
think she Is the chief of ordnance.
Town Topics.
Un instructed.
"Pa, what's a contretemps!"
"I don't know. I've never learned
the names of all these automobile
parts." Judge.

IP flUII fl PDflPO

EFFORT TO SOFTEN THE BLOW

e

com-lortabl- e

THINKING

Annie, the pretty maid employed at
Mrs. Allen's, confided to her mistress
when taking the place that she had
lately become engaged to be aiarried.
but that she and Alec would have to
wait a year or two, and In the meantime she wished to be earning money.
One evening, soon after Annie's arrival, Alec came to call, and the family
agreed that they had never known so
quiet a man. They heard the sound of
Ar,nle's voice now and then from the
liicchen, but Alec's WQr'.s were far and
few between.
"Alec is not much of a talker, id he,
Annie''" said Mrs. Allen the following
morning. "We should have scarcely
known there was anyone with you last
evening."
"He'll talk more when we've been
engaged a while longer, I'm thinkln',
mum," replied Annie. "He's too bashful yet to do anything but eat, mum,
when he's wld me!"

aaaBeaVT i'

subject of building, for
paper. On account of hla
as Kdltor, Author and
Is. without doubt, the ti
on all these subjects. Addi

N. YL Writ i H Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga. Tenn.. for
book.
Sp. ial iHitmctiotu on vour case and
eat in plain
Home 1 reatment lor w
wrapper. Adv.

MRS.

K

terestlng feature of a grate and mantel; but it is all wrong to make any

after-affect-

SET

NEWS

bowels regular?

stairs and down, could be spared for agree about the proper way to insure
the northern exposure, because hall- a "draw." If the fire will not draw,
ways are not occupied except as pas- it Is au Intolerable nuisance, it drives

sageways.
In
this
There is an opportunity
house to put In two grates, one In the
library and one in the parlor. A great
deal of attention is now being paid to
grates and mantels. Rome new California grates are raised above the
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First Floor Plan.

set upon a sort of
step or pedestal. Tbe Idea is that
raising tha fire slightly gets It up
where it may be seen to bettor aavan
tuge. and it Is said to be a little
cleaner. Sometimes the fire step
reaches out In front like a hearth, and
extends on one side to the outer edge
Name given by Postum Co., Rattle pf the chimney. Architects and buildCreek, Mich. Read "The Road to ers are giving more attention to
wellvllle." in pkgs. "There's a Rea- - grates and mantels, and the result to
that some extraordinary effects ara
into expensive
introduced
Bvrr read the above letterf A aew being
oae nppeara from lime ta tlaae. The? houses. It to all right to make an inauaaaa
true. nud lull of
re
tatereat.
floor of the room,

everybody out of the room with
eyes and unprintable expressions. ' It also leaves a trail of smoke
on the walls, and other things very
much to tbe annoyance of the house,
keeper.
Some masons Insist that a chimney
muBt have a big lUiuat Jn order to
make it draw; otUers are very particular to have a lot. g. narrow opening
above the fire pot; but probably no man
understands exactly why one chimney
will have a good draft, while another
chimney that looks just like It will
have no draft at all. Some chimneys
with a big throat fall to draw, and
others with comparatively small openings work very satisfactorily.
There is as much difference In
grates as there is in chimneys and
andmantels; from the
chimney stoves,
irons to the closed-itbere are many variations. There is
also a great variety In sizes. Some
grates are too small tor any practical
use. while othera are so large that
they entail a great waste of fuel.
Building a fireplace In any bouse Is
a mistake unless it is intended for
use. A sham ornament of tbla kind
Is a mere mockery, and It 1b a disap
pointment. Shams are never satisfactory. A fireplace that la never used Is
a sham. It does not look well, aud
should never find a place in a dwelling house.
It ia estirnated that a bouse like
the one bare shown can be built complete, witji fireplace, flues and registers, for from about $1,800 to 12.000;
and this estimate is probably correct
for most localities. Of course, wages
aud oost of material are very much
higher in some places than others,
and this must be taken into consid
eration In studying house plans and
estimates.

If you cannot truly answer
"Yes,"
you should try

tear-staine- d

HOSTETTEITS
Stomach Bitters
IT WILL HBLP

YOU BACK TO
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Magnificent Crops in
All Western Canada
Is 1913 Record
i
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FOUR CRUISES

a NEW ORLEANS
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CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO, NEWS
TRAINING

STOMACH MISERY
RIBBON FLOWERS ARE

GAS

DAINTIEST OF GIFTS

FOR

PRETTY

BOY

Tired Taxpayer Has His Own Idea of
What "Handsome Harry"
Should Learn.

DEI

"My

GASTORIA

itn Jonesl

'Tape's

Diapepsin" fixes sick
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.

By JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
Exquisite
ribbon roses, corsage
bouquets of ribbon violets and nose-Baof small ribbon or silk bods all
acented are among tbe Christmas
offerings for this year that hardly
cost more than the time It takes to
make them.
To make the little buttonhole nonquota shown here, requires a bolt of
light purple or dark lavender velvet
ribbon, a spool of green covered wire
"
called
and one small
y

"tie-wire,-

Tot Infanta and Children.
to Inducing Sam
iter for the prize

Time It! m five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heart- rot mat i reel assured tno boy nas a
burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid, great future in the squared circle, but
because Handsome Harry should al
ways bo able to fight if he wants his
rape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs. burden. A homely boy with freckles
It is the surest, quickest and roost cer- Miid bristly hair and knock knees can
tain indigestion remedy in the whole learn to chew tobacco and snit through
nis teeth, and get through life easily
world, and besides it is harmless.
rkaso for your erike, get a large without great fistic ability, but a child
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin ish cherub should have an early
from any store and put your stomach Knowledge of footwork, left Jabs,
right. Don't keep on being miserable hooks and right crosses and othei
life Is too short you are not here technical training of the fight game in
long, so make your stay agreeable. order to establish resnect suddenly
and when It is most needed. Other
Gat what you like and digest It;
he will be known as a sieay and
it, without dread of rebellion in wise,
a girl-boand he will freauentlv be
Pape's Diapepsin belongs In your
home anyway. Should one of the fam- though no one would think it now, 7
ily eat something which don't agree usea to oe my mother s darling, and
with them, or in case of an attack of know what Pm talking about." Atchl
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or son Globe.
stomach derangement at daytime or
Csnfetslon.
during the night, it is handy to give
Oh, 1 sup
Husband (sarcastically)
the quickest relief known. Adv.
pose you never did a foolish thing in
Telepathy.
your life.
"Telepathy" is an instance of a newWife (bitterly) Oh, yes I did. I
fangled word for an old thing. Bacon married you.
called it "sympathy" between two distant minds. Izaak Walton similarly exWithout Prejudice.
plained Dr. Donne's vision in Paris of
"How are you on the income tax?
his wife and dead child, observing that Against it or for it?"
"if two lutes are strung to an exact
"For it. I should worry."
harmoney, and one is struck, the other
sounds' Scottish highlanders, who
The bunko artist never wastes any
would have been puzzled by the word
"telepathy," have long been familiar time on the hobo.
with the idea for which it stands. Andrew Lang quoted the case of a poor
highland woman who wrote to her son
in Glasgow: "Don't be thinking too
much of us, or I shall be seeing you
some evening in the byre."
My father once had a curious telepathic experience. He was dressing
in his bedroom one morning when he
suddenly saw the face of a Scotch
servant girl, contorted with agony, in
the lookingglass before him. He went
downstairs to the kitchen and found
the girl writhing in a fit upon the
floor, ber face exactly as he had seen
it in the mirror.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
ALCOHOL-- 3

PEH CENT

XWfVtabk Preparation
the Food andRegula
ling the Stomachs and Bowels of

forAf-jimilntin- g

Bears the
Signature

Promotes DtgeifioCheerful-nss and Re si Con la ins neither
Opium, Morphine nor Mineral

e

of

Not Narcotic

aw

en-Jo-

fit

"B

BSB
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For this
purpose the velvet maidenhair fern
,
is the beat choice.
Scraps of ribbon or silk in bright
colors pink, rose, yellow or white,
or other colors if desired make np
A narrow fold
'the small rosebuds.
four to six Inches long Is rolled Into
e
the semblance of a bud. The
is wound about this roll at one
end to form the stem. As this wire
la aa fine as a coarse thread it should
be doubled to make the rosebud
atoms.
The violets are made either of velvet baby ribbon or No. 2 silk ribbon.
Little bows of four loops, each
of an inch deep, are wound
at the middle with the
which holds the loops to place and
forms the stem. After the roses and
violets have been made, group them
together in a little bouquet and tie
the stems wlthsa bit of
fern
Place a spray of the maiden-hai- r
which
with them, wrap with
may bo had at the florists, and tie
with a plain bow of the baby ribbon.
Purple
To
should be used.
make a large bunch of violets a wider
ribbon (about a half Inch wide) should
be used. The violets are made In
the manner first described. A single
dark red rosebud of ribbon or silk
la mounted with them and a few millinery leaves of rose foliage.
The ribbon rose is more difficult to
make, but most beautiful for a cor"bunch of millinery foliage.
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A

perfect Remedy forComtlpa

lion Sour Stomach. Diarrhoea
Worm .Convulsions Teverish-nes- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP

A

Use

.

Facsimile SifnaUr

The

For Over

of

Thirty Years

CtNTAim Company,

NEW YORK.

Guaranteed under the Poodaj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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something good. Mother"
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That Awful Recruit
Tbe dignified serenity of a London
waa rudely disrecruiting officer
turbed the other afternoon when the
sergeant major, not without anxiety,
Introduced his newest catch, a weak,
nonchalant cockney youth of seventeen foggy winters, for the purpose of
being sworn in.
The R. O. put up his monocle. Dialogue as follows:
"Aw put out that cigarette."
"I ain't smokln',
"You have a cigarette in your fingers, hang you!"
"Look 'ere, cully; you've got a Bible
in yer 'and, but yer ain't eayln' yer
prayers, are yer?'" Tit-Bi- t.
guv-ner-

CRACKERS
Give your wife a treat. Save her some of the drudgery of
housekeeping. Bring her one of those big, economical, family
Soda Crackers.
packages of Sunshine L.-They taste so good you'll be eating them all the way
home. They've got so much nourishment they make
muscle. They're so easily digested they're just the
thing for the children.

."

lecturer was discoursing

on

IVbNi E) f. t jBB
'

'(

f

The Big Package

Bare Necessity.
A

SOQA

L-.-W.

the

Try these crisp, flavory and flaky
crackers, made under ideal conditions' of
cleanliness by the makers of the fa
mous Sunshine Biscuits. And always
air
fresh in their
tight cartons, 25c.

prodigal son. To show bis audience
to what depths the wayward youth
had sunk, by way of a modern illustration b said:
"A lad left home with good intentions, but evidently got Into bad company. He eventually had to pawn
his overcoat in order to raise money
to keep himself. However, his coat
and waistcoat Bad to go the same
way.
Again he needed money, and
had to pawn his trousers and likewise
his ahlrt and vest. Then he came to
himself."

triple-seale-

00SE

d,

WHILES

fyscurr (ompant
Bakers of
Sunshine Biscuits

Too Busy to Consider Another Job.
,

aah t'anky for de
frankly replied ramshackle
Brother Bulglnback, who was rioted
for his deftness in dodging work.
"Kin't do be Job for yo cunhnel, much
e
why: Me
as I'd admlah to;
and muh wife, sah, we burgun a 'apute,
day befo' ylste'd'y, "bout a p'int In de
Bcrlptera, and I isn't gwine to have
no time for de next week or
e
for nuth'n' but lookln' up
answers to dat mistaken lady's
ahgymunts."
"Uh-no-

uh-kaz-

Undiscovered.
"You know there's more in this
world than money."
"1 don't know. If there is nj wife
hasn't thought of it." Detroit 'free

Press.

iWKiu

ornament It requires from on
a quarter yards of rather

Ibeary satin ribbon, about two inches
vide. Tbe petals are made by ent
icing the ribbon in lengths of two and
A tiny covered wire
m half Inches.
Ha tacked In with invisible stitches
long the aides and upper edge of the
gpetals and thesa petals curled back
lover a hatpin. The lower edge la
Voided to shape the petal and sewed
to place. A heavy wire forms the
tern. Fasten at one end of this a
mall wad of cotton the sIm or a
thimble and cover It with a bit of silk,
winding It to the stem with thread.
Next wrap a bit of ribbon tightly
About this center anu then place tha
petals, winding with thread and tacking with stltchea to tha stem. When
tbe rose la finished fasten it to the
millinery foliage and stem, or wind
tbe wire stem with green baby ribbon, it a millinery stem ia not used.

GREAT TONIC, CONSTIPATION REMEDY

HOT SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS act
gently but surely on the bowels, driving
put every bit of poisonous watte without
any distress.
it Uaaecetury.
Sfic.
Every druggitt in thit vicinity hat IT OH
Address, A. S. UlinlMd, La Uoy, N.
FEB.
to
liver
straight
road
health.
The
the
it
accept
any utolUuls. Adv.
Don't
Tactful I
If your liver ia right, you are right. Kv SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS, and be
ery body's liver goes bad once in a while: Jdet torpid liver and constipation, they
telephoned her friend, Mrs.
Mrs
More Than Her Share.
gets buy or stubborn or tick or clogged are prescribed by Hot Springs phyticians1
a. the other evening.
up.
"She's awfully happy, isn't she?"
for headache, malaria, dizziness, bilious"Thank you so much, Isabel, for that
"Well, wbv shouldn't she be? Every
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Fay Brook Secretary
Miss Fay Brooks has been appointed as secretary of the Clovis
Chamber of Commerce, Vice
Wm Fleming resigned.
Mr.
Fle.ning advises us that his
business interests have become
so extensive as to require his
time and that in justice to himself and the Chamber of Commerce, he thought it best under
the circumstances to tender his
resignation.
Miss Brooks, is a hustling
young lady of commercial training, who will devote her entire
attention to the responsible work
to which she has been assigned.

Barnum once sxid that the
American people liked t o b e
humbugged and we believe that
a more truthful statement was
never made. A good illustration
of the truth of this 'Wgument is
found in the fact that a well
dressed traveling directory shark
fleeced the Clovis business men
to the tune of $175.00 several
weeks ago on what he termed as
a railroad order directory. In
order to further his own financial interests, and possibly also
that of one of the engineers, he
had the engineer accompany him
on his rounds of solicitation .
His argument that the directory
was good for tha parioi of two
years was as thin as southern
climate ice. How could this directory be good for the period of
two years wheu anyone in the
world could duplicate it immediately and do so at any time within the next two years or longer.
If the home printer had attempted to get up such an advertising
proposition, he would not in the
first place have nerve enough to
ask such fancy prices as $5.00
to $7.50 for a small space and in
the second placo he would probably
de a failure of the venture, notwithstanding that he
could keep the directory up to
date every year when the lodge
officers are elected, because it
took an outsider with a more
preposessing appearance and a
copyrighted "speil."
The News was approached
with a proposition to print this
directory, but we declined the
offer with thanks because we believe in patronizing home concerns first and preach that
doctrine to our readers.

Holiday Greetings

Wall Street is Broke.
As an evidence that the path
of the Wall street stock broker
is not strewn with roses as in
former days and that the money
market is not as easy as it might
be the Denver Post says:
Wall street is broke.
The
stock broker is no longer the

THE BEST WAY TO PROTECT
YOUR HOME IS WITH A

-

Bank Account the best
way to 6et a home is to put
your Money in the Bank- our Bank is
a safe home for your money
Every year has its winter. Every life has its
winter. TOURS IS COMING. Have a home to
get into when the winter of the year comes, and
when the winter of your life comes. When you
bank your money you can buy a home With a
bank account you can protect your home. Have
money in the bank, anyhow; it makes, your credit
better. It is safe in our bank.
-

beau ideal type of the dashing
money spending man about
town. He is today a student of
economy, a practitioner of re
fighting against
trenchment,
bankruptcy.
It is estimated that by the first
of the year 25 per cent of the
brokers houses in the Wall street
region will undergo reorganization or retirement from business.
Another prediction is that of the
1,100 members of the Stock Exchange at least 200 will change
their partnership connections.
"To Rent" signs are appearing already on expensive suites
of offices in sky scrapers tenanted by financial houses. The
custom in Wall street is to
have leases and contracts terminate on December 31, as the
close of the calendar year,
onig fi mis are not waiting for
th-- ' close
'f th vflar. but are
goingd Pf jfiW.- ia now rather than keep up expenses of
elaborate establishments. There
is nothing coming in, so it is
less loss to pay the rent on
Mrs. O. L. Owen, of Santa
Cause of Insomnia.
empty offices than keeping up which makes poverty genteel
Fe,
is a Clovis visitor this week,
They
appearances and a staff of idle and failure reputable:
The most common cause of insomnia is dis
of the stomach and constipation. Chamare "dry rot" and "unsalable the guest of her sister, Mrs. orders
employes.
berlain's Tablets corrects these dlsordeaa and
D
B.
Oldham.
Every
firm that
The closing of branch offices securities."
enable you to sleep. Fjr sale by All Drjre'.sts
uptown in New York and in radically curtails or closes its
The Misses Winters, who have
other cities has been going on doors ascribes its roubles to the
The best coal on the market
spend ng the winter in
been
slowly but steadily for the last deadly dullness of the market
fs to be found at
the Clovis
training
Albuquerque,
as
nurses
year. The numbo'r of branches and the refusal of the public
I31.-C- has.
yard.
Phone
Fuel
Josephs
hospital,
St.
at
at
are
i
in and around New York has to buy.
D. Irvine, Mgr.
f
filled home again.
well
Rooms that were
since
been reduced by
One of the best receipts to kill
the slump hit the market last with customers a few years ago
a town that we know is to pat- year.
are now deserted save tor emronize mail order houses, especiThere are four kinds of changes ployes. Even the tickler is sially about holiday times as many
taking place among members of lent foj long periods at a stretch.
Clovis people are now doing.
Not even the old bores and the
the stock exchange:
In a recent article in the Satur1.
Going out of business en- room sitters come around to
day Evening Post by Al Jennings
tirely t wait for better times break the monotony.
of Oklahoma, entitled "Beating
opening up.
The glorious times of million
Back," he told of how prosperous befo'e
hare days on the exchange
2. Closing of expensive
of
towns were practically killed or fices
to hundrel
and the head of the firm have dwindled
at a standstill by the people fol- continuing
days.
Business
as a room or floor thousand share
lowing this practice. At one
is
what
of
not
a
it used to
tenth
trader on his own account.
time they needed the merchants
dropped
public
be,
When
the
3. Combination of two or
help and financial assistance,
ago
year
a
out
of
the market
more firms into one so as to rebut when they later became
by
going
things
kept
brokers
the
duce expenses.
prosperous, they forgot these
each
selling
from
buying
and
4. Retirement
of old partfavors and sent their money out ners, leaving
young men other. But even that game has
the
of town with the result as stated
played out. It becomes a case
and I believe that this is largely to scramble for a living in
dog eat dog and brother livof
the result of the present dullness more modest establishments.
off brother.
ing
changThe greater number of
of that king of western cities,
The strong boxes in the safe,
Oklahoma City, which for a es will be in the second and
floor
trad deposit vaults are filled with
time, had the moat phenomenal third classes. The
on
contingent
exchange
beautifully engravad certificates
ing
the
in
any
town
growth of
the
to
many
will
accessions
have
its
stocks and b inds. They are
of
your
United States. Patronize
1.
A
edition
new
on
Jan.
ranks
genuine, too, but nobody
all
you
will
home merchant and
Exchange
directory
Stock
the
buys.
Even the banks refuse
of
goods
are,
in
the
.find that his
be
vgive
to
issued
to
will
have
them at cut rate prices
to
take
cheaper
cheap
or
long run, as
surviving
firms
and
of
list
only
gilt
edged collateral
and
than that of the mail order the
membership.
There
new
goes,
their
i
do
buy
you
not
"The Quality Tells and the Price Sells"
houses, besides
changes
Morin
many
will
not
Mr.
be
which
ailment
The
something unseen and then when
you need to build a Bchool house exchange membership, because gan once diagnoeed as undigestis a real asset which any ed securities" has now VjCome a
a church or improve the roads, that
He
man is loath to surrender.
dyspepsia.
vou are in a position to ask him can keep it even if he does close case of chronic
dashing Wall
once
Pity
the
for favors, A dollar sent awav
He
is an object
street broker!
-Evening
York
charity.
New
never) e me of
rer-hard times World.

' Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank"

First National Bank
of Clovis

-
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ARVEY &

If lORRIS

...SPECIALTIES...

Oranges. Grape Fruit, Grapes,
Apples. Nuts, Candies, Cookies,
Celery, Cranberries, and
all kinds of stuffs for
Holiday Fruit Cakes

Anything to be found anywhere
in our line in the United States.

HARVEY

&

MORRIS

Phone 25. "The LeadingGrocers"

y
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The Woman's Club.

pie feared, as the day9 shortenNotice of Sale of Real
the
darkest
month
of
the
Estate
Under Attachment.
The ladies of the Clovia
year,
that
dying,
sun
the
was
Club met last
Friday
Whereas, on the 6th day of
with Mrs. L. M. Cassidy at her and they observed a time of December 1913, in an action
west Clovia where rejoicing when the sun began to ponding in the District Court of
home in
stay with them a little longer
they were delightfully enterCurry County,
New Mexico,
each day. The leaders of the
tained by the hostess.
Life InInternational
wherein
early Christian church endeavMiss Curren
Reading
surance Company was plaintiff
e
('hristmas Story, "The Fourth ored to adapt the harmless fea- and Clarence E. Dubba and
tures of the heathen festivals as
Mrs.
Man"
Hockenhull
Wise
Dubbs, were defendants,
a conciliation to those who had
Mrs. Jas. Stalker.
Reading
Chaa. E. Dennis, asReceiver for
broken with their old beliefs
Music Mesdamea
American Bank & Trusc ComH:'c sn til and
vowed their allesriance to
Roose
Justus,
and Winters.
pany was plaintiff and J. H.
Paper. "A Christmas Prayer'" the new faith. But detfptle Ritter was Defendant, said ac
-- Mrs. J. B. Weaterfield. their effort at control. Xmas tion being numbered 6 74 cn
Mrs. Stewart resulted in orgies not to be the Civil
Paper
of said
Docket
contest,
literary
arranged countenance by the church; court, a judgment, was renderA
by the hostess afforded much Revelry continued in England ed against said defendant in
The honors were until some years after the the sum of $3785.28, together
pleasure.
of the Puritan3 to with co9ta of suit, interest and
by
Mrs. H. W. Craw- coming
off
carried
America.
Roundhead Parlia- attorney 'e fee, and in which
ford.
ment
abolished
Xmas for twelve judgment and attachment was
consisting
of
Refreshments
years.
The
court
of Massa- sustained against the real estate
olives,
sandwichchicken salad,
followed
hi) it.
chusetts
But levied upon under a writ of ates and coffee were served.
Christmas
be
kept
must
and
it tachment issned in said cause
presen
t were Mes
Members
was
later
in
and hereinafter described and
damea Nutter, Winters, Snider,
by
law
more
in
sane
fashion
Morgan,
said real estate was ordered
Crawford,
Martin,
countries,
peoboth
because
the
said judgment
sold to satisfy
Mersfelder,
Brown, Stewart,
ple
unwilling
keep
were
to
not
and indebtedness.
Hockenhull,. Justus, Ashcraft,
the festival.
Stalker, Mist Anna Curren.
Now,
therefore notice is
It was the custom among the herehy given
The guests present were
that the underMcMahon, Romans to make gifts to one signed as Sheriff
'Pritchett,
of Curry
Jones, Dennis. Roose, Misses another at their festival, and County, New Mexico, acting by
Leona and Madeline Winters, the custom may have, in this and under authority
of said
Davis and way, ascended to us, but we, as writ of attachment and the or
Nina and Mabelle
Christian people, like to feel
Miss Loeptke.
ders and judgment of said court
is
The Club will hold their an- that it because of the gift of in said cause, on the 12th day
God to the world.
nual reception on New Year's
of January 1914. at the hour of
I wish to dwell a short time
day at the home of one of the
two o'clock in the afternoon,
on the spirit of Christmas givmembers.
at the front door of the court
Hereafter, the club meetings ing as it is done in the present house in the city of Clovis, Cur
day and age. Most of us think
will be held on Tuesday instead
ry county, New Mexico, will of
too much about the value of
of Friday.
and expose for sale at pub
the gift itself and not enough fer
The following papers were of the real Christ spirit that lic outcry to the highest bidder
much enjoyed by the members: should accompany the gift. So for cash in hand, the following
real estate situate in
(Mrs. J. B. Westerfield)
many of us seem to feel that described
County.
New Mexico, to- Currv
"I deem it our duty and a after our gifts are purchased
pleasant privilege to close the and se nt away, that the Christ- wit. Lot 8 in block 3 in the orig
years program with a word of mas ordeal is over; that if w inal town of Clovia, and will ap
thanks to the giver of all good have sent to the needy a little dIv the proceeds of sale toward
and gracious gifts, For with- check, some groceries, fuel or the satisfaction of said judg
out his aid, our efforts would be clothing, that we have discharg- ment and indebtedness.
This the 16th day of Decem
as chaff thrown aginst the wind. ed our Xmas duty. We do not
1913.
ber,
Our Club has been exceedingly seem to realize (hat merely
D. L. Moye.
blessed in the past year, there giving gifts does not put us
Sheriff
has been no member removed in harmony with the true
D18J13.
by the hand of death and our Christmas
We must
spirit.
association with each other has give ourself, our sympathy,
been most pleasant and profit- and our helpful spirit with our
Remember The
able. So dear Lord, we thank gifts. The giving of gifts alone is
hee for days of health, for not necessary to show our "good
nights of quiet sleep, f(fr sea- will toward men" at Xmas
sons of bounty and of beauty; time. Many a ray of sunshine
for all earth's contributions to has been scattered by' greeting
for all kinds of
our need through this past year; a poor soul with just the two
WORK
PHOTO
for our country's shelter; for little words, "Merry Christmas"
patronage
Your
our homes; for the joy of faces A Xmas letter, a few kind
solicited
and the joy "of hearts that love; words,, a kind deed, or a
for our powers of growth; for hearty grasp of a discouraged
longings to be better and hand, together with a wordvor
our
v
E.
-d
lore; for ideals that ever two of sympathy or encourageiii ;,bove our real; for oppor-ii!- . ment, will oft times do more
Jes well used and unused; good than a costly gift.
that abides
for the gladness
In conclusion, will say, that
with loyalty, for the blessed- we should all open our hearts,
ness of service and the power be generous at Christmas time
to fit ourselves to others needs; and see how many people we
for our necessity to work; for can make happy. There is
the growth and interest that something about giving and
has been manifested by the helping others in need, that has
members of the Club in the a wonderful reaction upon the
giver or helper Xmas is a, good
past year.
to be at peace with the
We thank thee for all that time
world a good time to forgive
brings us nearer to each other, and forget. A good time to
nearer to ourselves, nearer to forget self and think of others.
thee.
For life, we thank thee."
Your Collar Don't Fit
Elected.
Wo-man-

ed in

'a

Ber-nic-

--

--

Mes-dame-

s

GIFT you are going
to select for "HIM" will have a tone
of its own exclusive and appropriate if
you come here to do your choosing!
--

pHE

In our well selected Outfitting you will
find the limit of good Style and Quality.
We've Garments that are related to the
Spirit of the seaBon-Clotof individuality and beauty. Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, the ever useful Slip-on- ,
&c, &c.
hes

Then our Haberdashery is a choice selection of the beat things for a Man's
Outfitting.
Come to a Man's Store for a Man's Gift.
We're all aglow with a fine Christmas
display!

Make all your selections
early and we'll take good

care of your purchase
until you order its

Mandell
..Glothing Go..

Clovis Studio

Copeland

W.

Officers

(Mrs. Stewart.)
"December and Xmas month
once more, and may we all be
as merry as possible and help to
make others feel the same. That
as you all know, is the real secret of a happy Xmas. The
more happiness we give, the
more we receive. Xmas celebrates the birth of our Saviour.
The religious eveiu is observed
by the Protestant, Catholic and
Greek churches. The festivities of the day may be traced
to the ancient rites celebrated in
Scandanavia, Rome, Greece and
Egypt, where the pagan peo- -

The officers for 1914 of the order of the Eastern Star, Chapter No. 27 were elected Friday
night at the Masonic Hall, as
follows:
Miss Anna Curren, Worthy Matron; Mr. Chaa. Justus, Worthy
Mrs. Lessie Justus.
Patron;
Mrs. CordeMatron;
Associate
Conductre&e;
Boppenmeyer,
lia
Mason, Secretary;
Mrs. Fred
Treasurer;
Roach,
Mrs. Hanna
ConAssociate
Davis
Miss Nina
ductress.
Installation will take place
Friday evening, Dec. 19th when
both the elective and appointive
officers will be installed.

your cuffs don't match, and you
have other troubles with your
linen, simply because you persist in having them laundried in
the same old way. Try the Clovis Steam Laundry. We have
modern machinery, new meth
ods and skilled help, Not the
erlooked
slightest thing is
improve
will
our busiuess.
that
Is it any wonder we do so much
business?

Steam
Laundry

Clovis

South Main St.

Phone

48.

CHRISTMAS

"The Outfitters"

DRAY and TRANSFER
AH Kinds of Dray and Transfer Work

Will appreciate a portion of your Patronage

Phone 101.

W. E. PERKINS

Spare Yourself The
Regrets of Tomorow
by having a photograph of
the family group made NOW!
It is the Christmas time and

you are at your happiest.
We have some special styles
for family group and club
pictures. Remember you may
telephone 145 and, make an

appointment with

ROBINSON

"The Photographer in Your Town"
Phone No. 145.

Opposite Post Office.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
INDIAN

"CASGARETS" FOR

WHO

a form of society In which woman

SIGNS THE PAPER MONEY

SLUGGISH LIVER
headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation

No sick

by morning.
Get a
box now.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, 'our
toinach and foul gases turn them
out to night and keep them out with
10-ce-

"O "carets.

Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lary
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomach.
Son't put In another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in tha
bowels. Then you will feel great.
straightens yog
A Cascaret
out by morning. They work while
you sleep.
box from
A
any drug store means a cle.r head,
liver
weet stomach and clean,
and bowel action tor months. Children love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.

Aged Man Does Foolish Thing.
Patchogue, N. Y. While waiting to
catch boys whom he supposed to be responsible for putting cartridges on the
trolley tracks here, John L. Uurman, a
motorman, saw a eeventy-year-olman
place a line of cartridges along the
rails and wait for the car to pass over
them. The aged man was warned to
"cut out" his boyish pranks.
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SHE BARS THE TURKEY TROT

Doctor's Treat.
the new doctor that's Just
moved to Torpldvllle is an upty-datfeller!" declared .tonest Farmer Horn-beak- ,
upon his return from the nearby village. "You know, whenever a
new establishment starts up It is customary for 'em to hold a sort of a
soovy
grand openin' and distribute
neers. Well, this doctor, he held a
reception in his new office this afternoon, and gave everybody that attended a dose o' pills." Portland Spectator.
"I

tell

at-

tained a prestige, a freedom of action
and a scope of opportunity such as
she had not known In previous ages.
Let others explain how the puritanic
ancestor, laboring under the handicap
powers,
of atrophied conversational
Ignorant of the works of Ellen' Key
and Oliver Bchretncr, succeeded In
working out a ihrorv that It Is man's
function to labor and provide, and
woman's function to expand and enjoy. The task Is too difficult for the
present writer. Nor can he explain
this other startling fact that, without
any knowledge that this Is the century of the child, without explicit
recognition of the sacred duty he
owed to the future of the race as embodied In the child, the puritan ancestor, wherever he went, built his
simulschoolhouse and his church
taneously, and after too schoolhouse
he erected high schools, and after the
high schools ne created universities,
and stinted himself In order that his
children might go to these universities and might hrvo more money tc
spend than wbb good for them.

ye,

Miss Qenevleve Clark,

e

Speaker,
Ultra-Mode-

of

Gabe E. Parker, the Choctaw Indian from Oklahoma who has been
sworn in ns register of the United States treasury, is shown in the photoWashington. Miss Qenevleve Clark,
graph at his desk in the treasury. Underneath is a reproduction of his sigdaughter
of Speaker and Mrs. Clark,
nature, which will hereafter appear on all paper money. Mr. Parker is
declared against the turkey trot.
Choctaw Indian, and resigned as superintendent of the Armstrong haa
Indian school in Oklahoma to accept this office.
one-eight- h

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF

nfSeH

)

Had a Powerful Influence on the social evil, even as conversational people like the French and the Germans
American People.
have done away with It
Considering that the truth alone
can be the basis of true progress and
In

HAIR STOPS FALLING
Girls! Try This! Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
More Itching Scalp.

His Original Home He Favored
"Direct Action" and In the West-er- r
Wj-i- d
Built on Empire
What He Accomplished-Ne-

W

civilization it is astonishing how many
things that whining, hypocritical purl-ta- n
ancestor accomplished in his day.
In his original home In England he
had not been going many years before he cut off the head of a king,
sent another king packing about his
business, and in other ways pursued a
policy of "direct action" that should
appeal enormously to W. D. Haywood.
Crossing the Atlantic, he helped to
lay the foundations of an empire. For
a man who hated to call a spade a
spade. It Is remarkable how we'r he
could use that familiar agricultural
Implement. He used It to dig up the
ungrateful soil of a rock bound,
frost-bittecommonwealth. Later he
shouldered his spade and, still speaking through his nose, but for the most
part faithful tohls conspiracy of silence, he dug up the more grateful
soil of the Mississippi valley and the
western prairies and the Pacific river
vp.lleys, with occasional deviations to
the pickax when he struck the
lands of Colorado and the
Sierras. He did not lose the early
habit of carrying bis flintlock Into
the field. He used it In Kansas, and
five years later he was carrying It
over a thousand miles of battlefield.
In his own hypocritical way he called
It a fight for free Institutions against
slavery. When "the war was over he
went back to farming and railroad
building, persistent In his churchgo-lnhabits and the traditional conspiracy of silence
We are forced to the conclusion
that the puritan ancestor fared better than he deserved and builded better than he know. Else how can we
explain the surprising fact that, In
spite of his aversion to discussing sex
phenomena and sex rights, he created

"-- 7-"
York. In a great many affairs
"
find a
alntrln
",D tri-- e Han ... . ymbt
' .tiO -- If (hat go wrong today the social mind-a- j
and your scalp will not itch, but what
detectives do not say, Cherchex le
will please you most will be after a femmiv say, Cherchez tbe purl-ta- n
few weeks' use, when you see new
ancestor. That dour figure In
hair, fine and downy at first yes but sugar loaf hat and buff jerkin and
really new hair growing all over the breeches striding on his way to
calp.
church with his Utatlock and his
Bible, Is responsible for an extraorA little Dandertne Immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No dif- dinary number of- - things that now afference how dull, faded, brittle and flict us. He stands in the way of a
acraggy, just moisten a cloth with minimum wage, of Sunday baseball,
Danderine and carefully draw It 3f the uplifting of the' stage, of the
through your hair, taking one small speedy solution of the white slave
atrand at a time. The effect is ama- problem, the divorce problem, the sazingyour hair will be light, fluffy and loon problem, the eugenics problem,
wavy, and have an appearance of the 1 a. m. lobster palace problem,
luster, and a good many other problems
abundance; an incomparable
on
which, the theatrical managers
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowl ton's Broadway are aching to solve, but are
Dauderlne from any store, and prove not allowed to.
The cavaliers despised the puritan
that your hair is as pretty and soft
because he spoke through
fs any that it haa been neglected or ancestor
injured by careless treatment that's his nose. But that was a minor fault.
all you surely can have beautiful hair The real sin Is that he refused to
He is tbe original
and lots of it if you will just try a lit- speak at all.
patentee of the conspiracy of silence
tle Danderine. Adv.
to which all our ills are due, as conBad Calculation.
trasted with the happy nations of the
John, who was going to bed one continent where there Is no conspir
night and having no light was groping acy of silence on all these fascinating
hlB way (the bed being one of the
topics, and consequently these probwith high bed posts). John, lems do not exist. The puritan ex
In feeling for the bed post, missed it alted salvation at the expense of con
with his haud uud etiuck It with his versation, thus falling to perceive that
nose.
the latter is the indispensable condi
"Ach!" he yelled, "that is the first tion of the former.
If he had not
time I knew my nose was longer than been ao afraid of calling a spade a
my arm." National Monthly.
spade, we should now have a flourish
ing literature and drama and art, and
wo should have done away with the
BABY
HUMOR DISFIGURED

v

Clarendon, N. C "My baby was
broken out with a red, thick and
rough-lookinhumor when about two
months old. It would come in patches
and went almost all over her In that
way. The places were like ringworm
and as they would spread they would
turn red and make sores and itch.
The trouble went to her face and
disfigured her badly. Her clothes ir-
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Whenever yon use your back, does a

sharp pain ' it vou? Does your back
ache constantly, tool sore and lame?
It's a sign of sick kidneys, especially If
the kidney action is disordered loo, passages scanty or too frequent or oft color.
In neglect there is danger of dropsy,
gravel or Bright's disease. Use Doan's
Kidney Pills which have cored thousands.
A COLORADO

CASE

Mrs.

11

SIT

8.

Atvtra Dot.
ttecon4

Montross,
ays:

St..
Colo.,

"I had much
pain In my back
ana suffered from a
swelling;
OTr my
kidneys, especially In
the morning when I
flrit sot up. I used
Doan's Kidney rills
mu iuo pain ,na
swelling- left and my

j

i

were
ensd. I
strength
n
d d
haven't
kidneys

M
W

A

Twin's Kidney Pills the past year, tor I hare
been In the best of health.''

Gat Doan's at Any Store. 50c a Box

DOAN'SV.IIV

CO, BUFFALO, N.Y.

FOJTER-MILBUR-

Why Scratch?
"Hunt'aCure" is guaranteed to stop and
permanently cure that
terrible itching. It is

that

compounded for

purpose and your money
will be promptly refunded
WITHOUT QUESTION
If Hunt's Cure fails to cure
Itch, Edema, Tetter, Ring
sil
Worm or any other Skin
Disease. 50c at your druggist's, or by null
direct if he hasn't It. Manufactured only by
A. B. RICHARDS MEDICINE CO..

Taut

SNrnan,

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

46-19-13.

Charge of the Light Brigade-Mr- .
Stevens noticed that the little
daughter of the family ate her cereal
in a far from enthusiastic manner.
"Don't you like that, my dear?" ha
Inquired.
"Not pertlc'ly," replied the child.
"Why do you eat It, then?" asked?
the visitor.
The little girl paused with her
spoon on the edge of the bow), and
looked at the guest with serious eyes.
"Why, It's got to be eaten," she an"The groceryman
swered gravely.
gives mother a rag doll for every two
packages she buys, and it's got to be
eaten every morning." New York
Evening Post.
Quite Royal.
don't pelleve you lofe
me. You never think of anything but
tollare.
Sllversteln (appeAlIngly) Vould you
vant a man dot vas all der time
chan ching his mlndt? New Orlean
Picayune.
Rebecca

SBWBk.Tt

JHaV

1
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Misleading.
Willfe Paw, do figures ever He?
Paw Yes, feminine figures and figures of speech are always prevaricating, my son. Cincinnati Enquirer.
Every girl wants to marry rich.
Uirls don't believe in love as much u
men suppose they do.

ore-beari-

LOVE NOTES ON WALLS started round town in search of the
humorous Musy.
Discarded Suitor of Geneva Taksa
LITERATURE IS FOOD FOR CAT
Unique Revenge on Qlrl Who
"Turned Him Down."
Chicago Feline Destroys Magaxlnea
and Papers, and Defies Guns. Dogs
Geneva Mile. X little knew when
and Poison.
she jilted M. Musy a week before her
wedding what a storm abe was raisChicago A oat a ghostly, incoming around her pretty bead.
When
ritated It
"I saw the advertisement of Cutl-cur- a tbe news came to him that he was prehensible animal that thrives on
Soap and Ointment and I got a thrown over an original Idea occurred poison, dogs, bullets and walks In and
out of traps unscathed has furnished
sample and in one night's time I could to Musy.
He decided to paste on the walls of Chicago with a mystery, which boree a change in the redness and in
two days the place would be nearly bis faithless inamorata all the love ders on the uncanny.
Each night during tbe last Ave
gone.
letters she had written to him. He
I sent and got one twenty-fiv- e
oent cake of Cuticura Soap and two called In a few friends, and they se- months a malicious and predatory
fifty-cen- t
boxes of Cuticura Ointment, lected the warmest letters. Armed feline appears at a stationery store,
which cured my baby. She was well with pastepot and brush, the young sometimes alone, somet.ines in commen sallied forth under the shadow pany with fellow cats. Then follows
In three months." (Signed) Mrs. Berof night. Soon the walls were pasted the digesting of amagaztnea and etatha Sawyer, Oct. 11, 1912.
s
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold from roof to floor with the love
Hundred's of dollars worth of staof the maiden.
throughout tbe world. Sample of each
have been
tionery
and magazines
round
collected
the
A
.
crowd
post-tarSkin Book. Address
free, with
and loud was the laughter ruined by tbe weird animal. Hun"Cuticura, Dept L, Boston." Adv.
and huge tbe Jokea not always very dreds of attempts to trap, poison or
delicate. Tbe police had to be sum- shoot It have been futile.
Traps have been set large traps,
"He seems to have a special talent moned to keep the crowd in order.
traps
'which might snare a bear and
inside,
and
was
tears
la
bathed
Alraee
argument."
tor
a pugilist?" Judge.
the "big brother." armed with a whip, traps delicate enough to capture a rat.
Uawjrw
32-p-
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Daughter
Declares Against
Dances.

Have You a Bad Back?

It takes other people to aeo the
ver lining of our clouds.

sil-

Miss Qenevleve Clark.

the tango and other
(ancea.
Miss Clark will not dance them and
says so with characteristic simplicity.
and the pretty
"The waltz, two-steround dances of our grandmothers are
quite enough for me," she said.
ultra-moder-

n

Toasted to a
Golden Brown!

p

Trolleys Were Stolen Cars Delayed
Suffern, N. Y. Service on the Warren Point and Suffern traction line was
held up several hours when thieves
took 900 feet of the overhead trolley
wire.
They have been fouud In the morning
overturned and sprung but without a

cat
BOARDED

THE

WRONG

SHIP

As a Result Young Lady of California
Is Bound for Antipodes Against

Har Will.

'

Sounds "smacking good,"
doesn't it?
That's

Post
Toasties
Tender thin bits of the best
parts of Indian Corn, perfectly

cooked at the factory,
ready

direct from

to eat

package

fresh,

and
the

crisp and

clean.

Victoria, B. C Steaming across the
far reaches of the broad Pacific on

board tbe steamship Mararuj hi a
lone passenger who up to the time of
the big liner's departure bad not tbe
slightest Intention of making the long
passage to the Antipodes.
Just prior to the sailing of the
Marama a fashionably attired young
lady boarded the vessel, which she
Imagined was tbe Pacific coast steamer Umatilla, bound tor San Francisco.
The unwilling passenger was Miss
Nellie Stone of Oakland, Cel., who
had been visiting at tbe home of John
Evans at Somenoa, near Duncans,
Tbe firat news of Miss Stone's predicament was conveyed to Victoria In
a wireless message from Captain
Rolls to :he C. P. R. officials here.

There's a delicate
about

"Toasties"

sweet-ne-

w

that
flaked

make them the favorite
cereal at thousand of breakfast fables daily.

Pott Toasties with cream

and a spimkhng of sugar

Delicious
Wholesome
Easy to serve
Sold by

Grocers everywhere

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
PRETTY

PLACE CARDS

THANKSGIVING
MAY

DE8IGN8

BE REPRODUCED.

AT

THE

HOUR

OF

TWILIuHT

Writer Well Hays That Children's
Bedtime Should Be Made as
THAT
Happy as .'ossicle

This hour should be made aa hapfor no one can tell
feast Would Not Be Perfect Without what may happen during the night.
Accidents, which occur In the day are
These, and Little Effort la Neces-aarquite bad enough in the opinion of
to Prepare Them for the
mothers, but any sudden Illness which
Guests.
attacks a child at night is mere or
less alarming, and If the little on
Thanksgiving la one of the purely has been put to bed with an angry
American bolldaya. Since the Pil- word, or an impatient
Bhake,
the
grims Invited Masaasolt and his ninety mother's distress and remorse must
to share their first Thanksgivbe most acute.
ing feast, every family In thla broad
A little play, although not an excountry has annually observed a day citing romp, sends a child to bed hapof Thanksgiving.
py, and the mother can settle down
Aalde from the family reunions, to her sewing, knitting or reading
there are meetings of worship where with a calm mind, especially if the
little one has knelt at her knee and
Lrepeated Its simple prayer bofore go
ing to bed. Where can you And a
more impressive sight than thlsT
There Is something Infinitely sweet
In the pictures of the tiny form asking In its Infant tones Divine a'd and
protection. It is sad to think that so
many Httlj ones are not taught this.
Parenta are perhnps only thoughtless and Ignorant, and the children
never hear the name of God except
in Blasphemy.. But there are other
children, living In comfort and even
luxury, hose parents allow tteiu to
go to rest each night without one
thanks are given to the Creator for thought of prayer.
the year of blessings.
When a child takes a cold It Is an
After thi8 "meeting" the families re- - excellent plan to take some sweet oil
ne, where a wonderful feast and tub the chest with it every night
turn
Is Bf
and morning.
The hand must be
11
Thanksgiving feast lasted warm before applying the oil.
We of the present usually
A little borax added to the bath waspend three hours about thi. "groan- - ter has a good effect upon the tender
lng boc
lied with all the delicacies s' '.n of an infant. For cleaning the
the s
iffords. Try to make this hair, a smell quantity, of borax disdlnnpi
:erestlng as possible. Any solved In a pint of hot water makes
original feature introduced, is always a very healthy and inexpensive hair
well received.
wash. Pittsburgh Dispatch.
Colonial costumes may be worn or
the dinner served in an
SERVING CART WORTH WHILE
manner.
Pewter dishes or rare old china
should be used for this event. If for Saves Much Work for the Housewife
Who Has No Retinue of
no other. The table decorations may
Hired Help.
be of flowers, fruit or anything which
1s appropriate.
If the woman who does her own
Brass or colonial glass candlesticks
housework Is to dine comfortably and
should be used without shades.
For souvenirs of the dinner make enjoy that important meal from start
pretty place cards. The hostess will to finish with her family, she positiveTbls
ly must have a serving cart.
horseless vehicle is an enlarged edition of the teacart, and has four
shelves Instead of tbe single one betray. During
low the
the meal thla contrivance stands at
the right haud of the housewife and
from its upper shelf she passes the
plates of soup, replacing them later
with the fish or meat course plates,
which meanwhile have been keeping
warm between sheetB of white flannel
on the second shelf.
The salad and fruit courses are easily served In turn from two lower
shelves, and meanwhile the coffee has
In a percolator
And thiB a comparatively easy matter been making Itself
standing at one end of the topmost
If she follows these suggestions.
a dinner cart en
The designs given here are especial shelf. It Is to have
room furniture,
dining
the
with
route
ly attractive and can be duplicated by
very good looking "dumb waitplacing a sheet of carbon paper be- but
inexpensive wood, white
tween the drawing and the card or a resses" are of
piece of watercolor paper. Now care- enamel painted.
fully trace each line with a sharply
STRIKING COSTUME
pointed pencil. The design will be
perfectly reproduced ready for coloring with crayons or watercolors.
Closely associated with Thanksgiving la the turkey. Wild turkey was a
principal dish at the Pilgrims' dinner,
and has continued so down through
the years.
Color this place card In the natural
coloring of the turkey or with black
as pictured here.
The pine tree design recalls a line
from the Pilgrim song, "The trees
against the stormy sky their giant
branches tossed." The stern,
coast of New England boasts of
Its sturdy pine trees. Here are two
majestically silhouetted against the
sky.
They can be colored dark green with
a bluish gray background or black It

LITTLE

THINGS

former who has to "tell by guess
about when a ewe Is to lamb, and who
consequently looses a high per cent,
of his crop.
Is It too much trouble to do this?
la It too much trouble to get your corn
planted or to harvest your oats when
ripe?
Your lambing season Is your harvest. It awaits you. but the time of
harvesting (giving birth to lambs) is
uncertain, unless you know by your
records when to expect It
Brother farmer, tt Is these ilttlg
things that count. They mark the
difference between the progressive
farmer and the shiftless or Indifferent,
between the business farmer and tbe
work horse kind, between the money
maker and the loser, between success
and failure. We are all of us either
one or the other.

COUNT

English Farmer Profits by Keeping Detailed Records.

py as possible,

y

.

.

rock-boun-
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Ram Is Kept Separate Until Ewes Are

Gathered for Inspection, Thereby
In
Avoiding All
Running Around.
Over-Exertio-

(By B. H. .IATNEH.)

Nothing Is more discouraging than
a lot of lambs of various ages, uneven
in slsc, running with a flock of ewes
that would, bad they been given the
opportunity, have lambed at the same
period. For the past month or two
tbe ram should have been in a lot by
himself and eating all the nice juicy
grass he desired.
The value cf such a grass plot can
hardly be
It gives
the ram a tender bit of picking, causing him to take sufficient exercise 'o
keep him In the best of trim.
Supplement this with an abundance
of fresh water, a little salt and a trifle
of oats, and we have a combination
guaranteed to give results In the line
of a big, strong, vigorous sire.
A practice that Is common with
English breeders
and which our
farmers must eventually follow Is the
hard coupling of ram and ewes.
The American farmer turns his rurn
with the ewes and trusts to luckbring him a good crop. He uoes net
know whether the ram Is safely set
tllng the v ves or not.
Too often the ram abuses himself,
to the detriment of the latter part of
the crop. Then, too, the exertion from
running around, as a ram In a bunch
of ewes usually does, undermines his
vigor.
Compare this with your English
farmer The ram Is kept to himself
all the time except when he Is led
out to the ewes. He gets his allowance
of grain and his bite of grass, no matter how hard pressed the farmer is
for feed, for he knows too well that a
handful of grain giveu to the ram Is
as good as one given to each of tbe

ctim

HOW ONION SMUT IS SPREAD
Disease Is, Conveyed From Field to
Field on Farm Implements One
Remedy Used by Growers.
During the last Ave years this disease has spread rapidly, the smut probably being conveyed from field to field

Smutted Onion,
upon farm implements and with manure containing smutted onicn refuse,
as discarded onions are usually deposited upon manure piles. In some
sections the losses resulting from this
fungus have been so great that the
growers, in some cases, no longer find
the crop profitable.
The severity of the disease In different localities Is variable. It appears at first in Isolated spots here
and there In a field, and from these
spreads in all directions until the
whole piece becomes affected, and the
cultivation of onions upon it has to
be discontinued.
Short rotations do
not materially diminish the amount of
smut; in
particular field' ouiiy
smutted the order of planting had
been clover for two years, corn ono
r
year. A
rotation will not,
from the experience of growers, eliminate the disease.
It appears reasonably certain that
tho disease i not generally spread by
the seed. It may, however, occasionally be introduced with seed from an
Infected locality. It is also certain
that the smut is spread with plows,
weedcrs, harrows, rakes and hoes, by
spores clinging with infected earth to
the Implements.
When soil is known to be affected
one j)ound of 40 per cent, formaldehyde W
gallons of water should
'je applied with a drip attachment on
a seed drill at the rate of 500 to 700
gallons of solution per sire. This
has been used with success by several large growers. In one instance
the treated part of a field yielded over
500 bushels per acre, while t lie untreated plot yielded only about 190
bushels of inferior onions to- the acre.

.

ewes.

When evening comes, the farmer
leads his ram out to where the ewes
are gathered for the inspection of the
ram. The lead is loosened from his
halter and he quietly proceeds to Inspect- the. flock. One is found in heat,
she Is serverj-onthe shepherd quietly
removes her while the ram continues
his inspection.
When all has been served the ram
is removed and a record Is made of
the ewes bred, the date and anything
else that may be needful.
The pure bred owner takes the ear
tag number of his ewe ami her date
of breeding is put down on his flock

five-yea-
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fALUMET

sill
Better cookies, cake

and biscuits, too. All
as light, fluffy, tender
and delicious as mother used
to bake. And just as wholeFor purer Baking; Powder than Calumet cannot DC had
some.

at any

A

Prize Winner.

sheep owner
record. The grade
marks his ewes in some conspicuous
manner.
For Instance, the first week he uses
red paiut placed on the hip, the second week on the back, tbe third on the
shoulder, etc. Different colors of paints
being used, if possible to know by the
mark on her back just when sho will
iamb.
When lambing time approaches
ther- - is no question about when a
ewe should lamb
lie lias the records.
A glance and ho has tho whole story
before him. A sharp contrast to the

Small Fruit Matters.
During the fall and winter is a good
time to begin preparation for the setbed next
ting of the strawberry
spring, or those bush fruits that
should be found In every garden.
Late fall plowing is advantageous. It
tends to the destruction of Insect ltfe.
Fall plowed land is, as a rule, In a
workable condition In the spring
ahead of unplowed land.
The action of the elements will
make the soil more friable. Because
of the6e two points gained, the moisture, contents and conserving power
of the soil will be Increased.

P.

The New Collar.
noted particularly in
A feature
wraps but also appearing In suits and
dresses, 1b the collar, "bleb in its
original form Is nothing more than
awkward uprising cf a straight piece
of goods, heavily encrusted with embroidery or Jewels, which stiffens It.
In using this, however, designers make
of collar bone or
use of uttfn-nlngThis

thick-neck- ,

ft
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et will

almost
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hump-shoul-Avn-

fashionable.

AUTUMN CARE OF THE COLTS
Voung Animals Should Be Given Some
Grain. and Hay Just Before Pastures Begin to Dry Up.

Its should not be left out
ire until they begin to get
i.
It is much more profit-tilow in
feeding them a little
able tc
grain and hay along before pastures
begin to dry up to have them In readiness to go ou dry feed later without
any serious trouble.
This Is too often neglected; and.
when young colts are brought In thin
li. flesh, and they cannot be taken
through the winter In the condition
that they could have been, thiB neglect Is Inexcusable.
; the colt from the mare,
In rrm
ire the very best of care,
It suoult
;e of conditions Is liable
as the c
While on the
le trouble.
to cause
Youn

In

the

n

Model of black satin with white
polka dots, accordion plaited. Jacket of plain satin with embroidered coV
lar and cuffs.

Hooking Her Up.
"Get any exercise white you were
awayT"
"Plenty of It. My wife dressed tout
times a day and 1 did the buttoning
for her."

prevent any bowel troubles. Th!3 rule
will hold good in taking young calves
through this period and In fact will apply to all kinds of live stock, but
more especially to the young of the
farm which are expected to turn In a
profit for th3 farmer the next year.
Rot of Tomatoes.

Tbls disease often attacks plants
that are not sprayed. It is first noticeable aa small, black or brown spots
on the leaves or stems of the plants,
occurring first on fee lower and older
leaves; but with favorable weather It
spreads rapidly until tbe plant Is defoliated, and the spots on the stems
have coalesced Into Irregular, blackish
patches. If a piece of bark with these
spots be examined under a high power
microscope, innumerable small, crescent-shaped
bodies may be seen.
These are the fruiting spores of ths
fungus. Spray with Bordeaux mixture.

.
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The Exception.
"At least, telegraphers ought to find
it easy to get along."
"Why telegraphers?"
"Because tbey are used to living on
tick."
Higher Praise.
"Mabel, you are simply perfect."
"That Isn't much of a compliment.
Henry. Geo.ge tells me I'm pluperfect." Kansas City Journal.
Unfailing Sign.
"He's In love."
"How do you know?"
"He's quit carrying his cigars In hit
Vest pocket." Detroit Free Press.
Be

dinner Incomplete
without pumpkin pie. This vegetable
has reached perfection by Thanksgiving time.
These suggestions should prove
helpfLl to the woman who cannot
draw or the one who lacks time to
plan original place cards. It requires
only a very, few minutes, and the results speak for themselves.
Do not think of having a Thanksgiving feast without supplying place
card for the guests. It adds Just another touch of loving thoughtfulness
10 the table and gives the guests one
thing more to be thankful for.
No Thanksgiving

Jtttait

IECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
Fee EzpesMea. CUcm
WerWi

25-3- 3
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price.

Ask your grocer.

thrift;

on

like bluing.
little things
.

Don't accept water for
Crou Ball Blue. Adv.

Ask for Hud

bluing--

The fellow who falls In love at first
sight would like caviare the first time
he tried It.

Pain in Back and Rheumatism
are the daily torment of thousands. To effectually cure these troubles you must
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin
to work for you from the first dose, and exert so direct and beneficial an action in ths
kidneys and oladder that the pain and torment of kidney trouble soon disappears.
tr-mo-

PERFECT HEALTH.

irttn

In perfect order.
Tutt's PHI keep the
Tbey regulate the bowel, nntl produce
A VIGOROUS BODY.
Remedy lor sick headache, coimlpatlou,

Tutt's Pills

good sui

Keep the Garden Working.
milk ths
ow no ground In the garden
taking (
food,
sary that tb
ild rs Idle. As soon as one crop has
it Is ne
Tbey plck
calve Mu sry best of at
should bo properly fed In order to

Sen Oeafk Imp. ThUi Good,
la time. Sou) by Dra, nu.
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An Open Letter to the

Telephone Using Public
Denver. Colo.. Nov. 30. 1913
The Mountain States Telephone
and Telegraph Company, in the
consideration of its future development, recognizes that its
highest interests as a public utility lie in establishing the closest
and most friendly relationship
with the pubMo generally, and
with its patrons in particular;
therefore it is the purpose of The
Mountain States Telephone and
through
Telegraph Company,
this announcement, to inaugurate what may be termed an advertising educational aeries, of
articles, both in the newspapers
and in the form of letters to its
customers. It is our hope that
this campaign may mark a new
era in the relation of public utility corporations to ti e public
they serve. We want this education to woik both ways that
the public may learn the truth
about us, and that we may learn
how the public regard us, and
we may fairly and efficiently
serve the public in other words,
what is just and right to us and
to the people, and to convince

the public that we will voluntarily remedy any wrongs we are doing, if pointed out to us.
We shall show you our financial
affairs, frankly and freely. It
so happens that our financing has
been of such a nature that it is
easy for us to clearly show you
What
this side of our affairs.
we mean by this is, that we have
absolutely no water in our stock;
d
we ve no bouds, nor any
fpek, and no mortgage
ottivUiinx' upon which to pay
We have more
fixed charges.
invested in Our plant at its
present replacement value than
our issue of common stock, and
we have no other stock issued
than the common stock. There
are no wheels within wheels, nor
companies within companies, to
absorb our profits. We finance
ourselves from year to vear by
selling our common stock to the
people, at not less than par, in
the states in which we operate,
When we tell you the story of
our financing, we will prove to
you that there never has been
any fortunes, large or small,
made out of the manipulation of
our stock in other words, no
high financing has ever been
done in connection with the
Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company, or its predecessors. The etock has never
had any speculative value; it has
'been, and is now, simply a safe
investment.
There is a great misunderstanding upon the part of the
public as to this side of our busi
pre-v"e-

ness. Persons with ulterior mo- our true financing, that we shall
tives, striving for office, and be honest, and that the public
newspapers wishing t o give shall know that we are honest.
startling news (see note below) That when we make a statement
frequently publish stories of how as to our profits and earnings,
rich certain officials of our. com- showing just where the dollar
pany are. Right now this is be- that our subscriber pays us goes,
ing done in connection with the the public may know that we
new revenue tax. We suppose are not trying to deceive them
these stories grow out of the be- o r keep Anything back that
lief of certain of the public that should be shown. When we
the executive officials of our honestly do this and our position
company own the entire plant. seems to be just and right, we
It is absurd, for these executive believe that the fairness of the
officials o f our company are public will sustain us.
merely trustees of the property,
Wc are going to set forth the
for the stockholders, and none Inherent difficulties of giving
of them are rich men, nor have uuiversal
telephone service.
they a very heavy holding of .'These articles and letters are
stock. It is true that certain re- not to be a piece of special pleadputed rich men have large hold- ing or adroit use of words, but
ings of the stock of our com- a clear, business-lik- e
setting
pany some of them being on forth of facts. We hope, before
our Boartl of Directors but not we get through, both ourselves
one of them has' rrfade any money and the public will understand
whatsoever out of dealing in our each other better. There is at
stock. They have all paid dollar least no harm to be done in tryfor dollar, in cash, at par, into ing to accomplish this desired
the treasury of our company, result.
for every share they hold, and
It is our aim to educate, please
they simply come into our com- and satisfy the public and to be
pany because they believe it to educated ourselves. It seems to
be k iiafe investment.
us that every corporation has
There is, too, upon the part of the right of
the
the public, a belief that the com- same as an individual.
The
pany is largely engaged in public has the same right. Lispolitics. We imagine this feel- ten to our defense and we will
ing is caused by the fact that in listen to yours. No problem has
the past, simply from the stand- ever been harder for us than just
cerpoint of
how we were going to let the
tain corporations were almost public know truly about us, but
compelled to be in politics; but we believe that no problem was
in tbJ&e days, when the tendency ever more important to both.
is to place all corporations and If we really can make you feel
trus'c affairs into the hands of a that you are a partner in our
central body, such as the Inter- business, we shall accomplish
state Commerce Commission and much. A large part of the
local state commissions, etc., to problem will be solved, if we
deal with the conduct of busi- can only bring the public,
nesses such as ours, being in through education, to a full unpolitics, as believed by the pub- derstanding that there is a mulic, would be a foolish thing nd tual dependence between the
entirely unnecessary. This is, public service corporations and
therefore, to state emphatically the public, and the prosperity
that we are not in politics, in depends largely upon the utilities
any way, shape or manner, and that bring them in contact with
each other, and that the more
shall not be.
We are going to ttempt to nearly perfect in efficiency and
give you the entire story as to sufficiency the utilities, serving
our rates. We have been told, the public are, the more proswhen stating to some of the perity, comforts and convenienpublic that we proposed starting ces the public will enjoy.
Note -- As an instance of the
a campaign like this, that our
would
be
futile; that our kind of startling news, which
efforts
subscribers would turn out to be newspapers sometimes publish,
selfish and only look toward the we want to call attention to reend of getting as, cheap tele- cent articles in the newspapers
phone rates as possible. We do headed, "United States Governnot believe this. We believe that ment Calls Upon Two Girl Stethe great maj6rity of the public nographers to Tell Where They
are inclined to b fair, and that Got Two Million Dollars to Form
it is not so much the question of the Corporation Securities and
what our telephone rates are as Investment Company." Then
it is that when we make a state- the ar icles went on to say that
ment regarding them, and show this Corporation Securities and
self-defens-

n,

e

Investment Comnany

was a
scheme of the Telephone Com

panies, etc.
The truih is th t our company
has been met with a strong feeling in the State of Montana
universal that something should be done to relieve
the citizens of that state, of two
telephone systems. Public meetings have befcn held, and votes
taken, that the telephones of
one or the other of tho systems
should be thrown out. Resolutions and letters have been subv
mitted to us, and we have started out to see what we could do
to relieve 4he citizens of that
state of this burden.
We found that the Independent
interests operating there also
operated in Spokane, in the
State of Washington, and in
northern Idaho, and that the Independent interests doing business in Montana could not be
bought, or sold, so as to alone
cover the property in Montana,
but that the purchase must in
clude their property in the states
of Idaho and Washington. The
Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company does not
operate in either of these sections
and therefore is not responsible
for telephone conditions there
nor does it wish to operate there,
but we felt we must meet the
situation in Montana and so, in
order to be in a position to either
buy or sell, from or to, the independent interests in Montana,
there was formed this Corporation Securities and Investment
Company, as a corporate company, to enter into negotiations
with the Independent interests
in Montana, northern Idaho and
Washington, and then in the end
if that purpose was accomplished, ' the Corporation Securities
and Investment Company should
sell t o The Mountaia States
Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany the portion of the Independent plants located in Montana, and sell the others the
portion of these Independent
plants existing in northern Idaho
and Washington.
We explain this so the public
may know that in the above
Foreword, where we say "there
is no company within a company
or wheels within wheels." we
are speaking absolutely truly,
and also that this Company,
which was so freely advertised
by the articles in the newspapers
referred to. is absolutely a legitimate and proper company and
organized for the specific purposes stated.
well-nig-

h

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Letter from Jones.
News,
Clovis, N. M.
Have juBt

returned

homa nor Texas
than heia
The beat feed crops I saw were
between Clovis and Texico.
There are many things here
equal to Oklahoma and some
better the land is as good, the
people surely are better, for almost every jail in Oklahoma is
almost full of violators; the
water and the health is far better. The tax there is exhorbi-tan- t
$80.00 to $160 on the quarter section.

,from Oklahoma where I went
to see my sick son who is now
much improved and if no re-- ;
lapse comes, will soon be up
from a long spell of typhoid
fever. He is then coming to
New Mexico and be one of the
kind of farmers like his Pi..
The wheat crops could not be
better, an far as I went, but
there are none better in Okla in ueut ana

Mrs. J. M. Skidmore is exstate wide prohibition, I look ter it I don't think it is of
to join her husband, S,
pecting
for it to go deeper. Think of much use as a medicine.
C.
the latter part of
considSkidmore,
in
Taking
everything
the prohibition when I left
Metcalf,
my
Arizona.
at
ud
I
week
pro
of
my
yet
the
eration, am
there. The Doctor told me
son needed beer. As soon as I
got off the train at Clovis, I
sent him a case of beer. It arrived all righ. The agent told
them the beer wai there all
right but would have to remain in the depot until the boy
could come down and sign up
lor it. Now, I don't lenow

move from Oklahoma and still
say give me New M exico.

Cyclone Jones.

P. A. Thomas, left Monday
in company with his son for a

winter tour of southern New
Why
Winter is in full blast.
Mexico, Arizona and the Pacific
do we care, we have the coal.
states.- coast
Phone 131. -- Clovis Fuel Yard.
W. H. E lelman, a pre
ous Haven r farmer was
Mrs. Henry Mi
e latter ing in tht
city Saturday
little daughters
what medical properties beer part of the weel
Topeka, also took
News subi
has but when a man can go af Kansas.
I

Ho we

STUOy.ON'
THE REPORT OF THE SPIES.
"Lt

Numbers

17 to 14t26 Oot. 19.
run 0 aaainut U9f

13s

Ml

xnn
Sinai, where
tlnv rciimined about a jrnr.
Their second Journey began
after Mlriuni hud been received hack
Into the cmup.
Their Journey M
throngh u lumen m UdarSww at orclietl
by the mm. tery riinVrciit from Hindi's
valleys. In which they had rested. The
dltitiince to Kadesli Itiii'in-iion the
border of Cnnnnn. was approximately
100 miles. The Journey was beaut with
unknown dangers serpents, wardering bands of A in lis, lack of water.
etc. The Israelites,
Including
women
and children ami
flrat Journey

Ml

3

fcoi

to

lit

,

posRMslonn. household Roods, cattle,

sheep, etc.,
lowly

neces-sarH-

y

travelled
Apparent-

one or two

ly

months weru spent
the way, as
they arrived at the
time of the first
I mil
anil n I'ertUt
ripe grapes July.
Country.
Kndcsu Hurnea.
their objective point. Is i' delightful
place, well watered a sharp contrast
to the Desert of Paran.
Here they
themselves.
rested
and refreshed
Moses, full of faith, proposed that they
proceed forthwith to enter Canaan, the
Land of Promise.
But the Israelites were timid. They
had no knowledge of wnf. excepting a
little experience with the Amalckltes
near Mt. Sinai. Their caution overbalanced their faith. They urged upon
Moses the sending of the twel'e spies.
These apparently were divided under
two leaders. Caleb and Joshua. One
party went the length of the land, nnd
returned In forty days; the others took
a shorter Journey and returned sooner.
The spies were cautious men and
gave a truthful report of the land, declaring that Its cities had high walls
and would be difficult to overcome
They reported also that they had seen
giants. The report of the ten Is described as an evil report because they
presented the matter from the viewpoint of its difficulties, as in contrast
with the report made by Caleb and
Joshua, which was styled a good re
l6Vt, because encouraging.
The spies really should have considered themselves as a committee of
ways and means for entering Cnnnan.
rather than for deciding whether it wm
possible to enter. The possibilities
were already determined by Ood's
promise; hence Joshua and Caleb left
these out of account If God could deliver them from the Egyptians and the
Amalekltes He surely could fulfil His
promise to bring tbem Into Caiman.
Did God Encourage War?
In studying this lesson, rauuy are
perplexed. They say. It seems unreasonable to believe that God gave such
message to Morcs and the Israelites
Contrast this with the Scriptural declaration that God "will make wars to
cease unto the ends of the earth."
Agnostics Inquire, Where Is the Justice
of commls.."ning the Israelites to steal
the lands of the Canaaultes. and to ex
utterly all the people?
Ty understand the Bible, we must
lew it from its own standpoint, and
o't from that of our creeds formulated
fn the darker days, nor from that of
our own Imperfect reasoning The Bible is beautiful, consistent, Godlike,
only when viewed In Its own light.
We must remember that the Bible
antagonizes the theories of our creeds,
which tell os that those slaughtered
Canaanltes went straight to an eternity "of torture because they did not
kr.ow the true God and Jesus Christ,
the Savior The Bible tells us that all
mankind are children of Adam, and
all perishing because of his death sentence When they die. they are not
allvo anywhere. They are dead Th?y
are suffering the penalty that God pronounced. "Dying, thou shalt die."
It matters not. therefore. In what
way we die. or very much whether our
experiences be longer or shorter. In
the case of the Canaanltes, God declared that their Iniquity had come to
the full. That Is, God determined that
they were merely cumbering the earth.
God was using the Israelites as a
typical people, through whom lie was
making types and shadows of coming
blessings. He would give Canaan to
wrcHtsTiNsncHT- - Israel, to illustrate
WITH C5l.r"
the destruction of
the works of the
flesh and the Devil.
Which His people
accomplish
would
in themselves by
fighting the good
fight of faith and
overcoming the evil
tendon' os of their
on

Ia.

I

Although God Is
not bound by Jus
tice to give future life to anybody. He
baa arranged to do so. To this end
Cbrist hus already died for the sins of
the whole world Including the Canaanltes. Aside from this Plan of
the whole race would bnve
perished. But by God's grace we are
to be recovered from death.
Orereomffi; Suit
Tendenrie

read.

"OOtl so loved

the world

that He gave His Only Begotten Bon.
that whosoever belleveth In Him might
not perish, but have everlasting life"
Messiah's Kingdom the Redeemer and

Hi Church. His Bride, the members
of which are now being selected from
the world win for a thousand years
biers, uplift nnd restore nil the nation
of earth from sin. degradation, death

gvCDRODKLYN

iKBflACLE
A

GOOD

MAN'S

8IN.

Oct. 26.
Numbiri 20:1-1- 3
the wonl of my month, and the. mcMa-Hoof my scarf, to. acceptable in Thu elaht,
0 lril, mV Klrini,th, ami my Reilumcr."-Ptal- m

"If

' I

t
years the
resided In the Wilderness,
Kadesli-Hnrnctheir
center, but occupying a
considerable
rtlon of the wilderness
with their flocks and herds In April
of ttte fortieth year after leering
Egypt, by Divine command thnmgh
Moses, they assembled at Kndesh. pre
pared to enter the Iind of Promise.
But the water supply was scant.
Murmuring arose, and Inquiries whether It were not as well to huve perished
In Egypt or elsewhere as to perish
there from thirst. Moses and Aaron
went to the Lord
with the matter,
desiring Divine
guidance.
"The glory of the
Lord appeared unto them."
This
glory Is surmised
to have l)een a1 ray
of light emanating
from the Mercy
Sent In the Most
Holy.
They were
instructed to take UoK rt" the Land
the rod, presumably "Anron's rod thnt
budded." and thnt was kept in the
Ark In the Most Holy. That rod would
remind the people of the Lord's special
acceptance of Aaron as the high priest
and Moses' assistant It would be u
sign to tbem of the Divine favor which
hitherto had guided them, and which
would continue to guide all who trusted in the Lord),
Smiting the Rock a Sin.
The Ixrd particularly directed that
Moses should speak to the rock, and
thnt In response waters would gusli
years before.
forth. About thirty-eigh- t
In a similar experience near Mt Sinai.
Moses had been Instructed to smite
the rock: but In this case the rock was
not to be smitten.
Here Moses and Aaron sinned "The
meekest man in all the earth" forgot
himself, and allowed a spirit somennd
what akin to pride
nnger to control hlrn for the moment
Smiting the rock, he cried to the people, "Ye rebels, must I bring yon water
out of the rock?"
The water Indeed came forth, as thr
Lord had promised. The people indeed got the blessing needed, but one
of the most illustrious servants of God
there fell under Divine disapprobation.
The Lord's decree was that neither
Moses nor his brother should enter
Canaan. Moses, however, was permitted to go with the people to the end
of the Journey, and then from Mt. Nebo
to see the promised Lnnd of Canaan.
This condemnation does not signify
Divine reprobation to eternal torment
or to any lasting dishonor. Moses got
his entire punishment then and there,
before death, as do all of God'R saintly
ones. Whatever stripes, chastisement.-;punishments, of the future, shall be
meted out to mankind In general beIn the present
cause of wrong-doing- s
life, there are none reserved for the
The Apostle explains that
saints.
iliev are chastened now that they mav
thirty-eigh-

fort

world.

They Drank of the Rook Christ.
St. Paul points out that the smiting
of the rock was symbolical. As the
manna t pitied Jesus, so did the smit
shlng water
ten rock also Th
the blessings
from the rock symb
erlflce.
The
flowing from Ohrli
beginning of
smiting of the rock
iuthorlzed of
Israel's expi
God. It wns necessary that upon Jesus
should fall the rod of affliction, even
,
W.
unto death -- Isnlnh
tdlzed by the
Just what was s
od did not an
second smiting, whit
by St. Paul,
thorlze. Is not exph
slteil Indicates
The fact that It was
hat it symbolthat It was wrong, r
Izes some Improper course on the part
of the pnfessed people of God. Two
suggestions come to us, either or both
of which may lie applicable:
(1) A smiting of the Body of Christ
in the end of this Age:
(2) A repudiation of Christ on the
part of those who once have been enIVt-,-

The
Holiday Rates
Granted by the Santa Fe lines this year are very liberal in
regard to fares an limits. Visit th Oid Home during the
holiday season at a low cost. P ione 156 or call at ticket
office and we will gladly furnish any information you desire.

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

-

lightened.
Edomites, Moa bites, Midianites.
When the time came for entering
from Kadesh. the nearest route
was through Edom. When Israel asked permission to
cross Edom, It wns
In harrefused.
mony
with the
covenant between
Esau and Jacob.
Israel detoured to
south,
and
the
through
liass-- .'
Ca-uaa- n

Moab.

This detour was

d I s h e n rto nlng.
Again there were

iaaw

murmurings

Made a liraten

against Moses, who
really represented Clod to them Their
murmurings were promptly punished
They were not protected from the serpents prevailing in thnt vicinity. Many
died from the serpents, until Moses
made a brazen one and erected It upon
Throughout the Camp went
a po'e.
messages, directing the people to look
to the brazen serpent and be healed.
Thus a lesson was written for Spiritual Israel
The fiery serpent of sin
has bitten mankind. All are dying,
and only by the exercise of fnlth in
the Crucified One can any be healed.
The day Is Hearing when Messiah's
Kingdom will bring blessings to alt.

Night of Terror.

A

Few nights are more terrible than that of a
choking ami
mother looking on her child
traeping for breath during an attack of croup
and nothing- ih the huuse to relieve it. Mirny
mothers have passed nights of terror in thlb sltu-atio- n.
will enab'e you to
A little forethought
avoid all this. Chamberlain's Cough Kerr edy is
a certain cure for croup and has never been
known to fail. Keep it at hand. For aale by

Oruggistf.

II
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Money! Money!

i

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

f

tice.

f
v
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the
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Hammerlesa

Pump'
Guns

repeating shotgun, Model its, is a
beautifully- balanced gun, without any objectionable humps or bumps; no huh i on ton for gas to Mow out
through or water i to get in; can't freeze up with rain, snow, or slcct; it's solid steel brrevh
(not a shell o( wood) permits a thoroughly symmetrical gun without sacrificing strength or
safety ; it is the safest breech-loadin- e
shot nun ever built.
It is Hammerfeaa v.ith Solid Steel Breech (insid is well as ..ml) SoHd Top-Si- de
Ejection Matted Barrel (which costs $4.00 extra on rthvr fc'n'Sf Pros Button Cartridge
Release (to remove loaded cartridges quickly from mag Jtinc with' ot working 'trough action)
Double Extractors Take-Dow- n
Feature Trigger and Hammer Safety. Handles rapidly;
guaranteed in shooting ability; price standard Grade "A' ' run. $22.00.
Send S stamps postage for big catalog
bribing ixo.
' 7Ii
Co.,
8 A, B, C, I). T and Tran Special and all other
Do It now I
repeating
shotguns.
rifles
and
272ar&fk
42 Willow Street. New Haven, Conn.

Mar'n firearms

P'"'

C
or shotgun, rot) should have a copy of the Ideal Hand
a r'"c'
attinnf Book
11 JOU BIIOOI.
It tells all about
160 pages of useful information for shooters.
powders, bullets, primers and reloading; toots for all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun
ammunition: how to measure powders accurately; shows you how to ctit your ammunition
expense ia half and do more and better shooting. This book is free to any shooter who will
send three stamps postage to The Ma'lln Firearms Co.. 42 Willow St., New Haven, Conn.

Bert Curless

t
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House Painting

Interior Finishing. Decorating, Tinting, Wall Papering, Etc.
Work Promptly Executed.
Your Patronage Solicited.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.
PHONE 254

The
Unon Mortgage Co.

,
.

the

and the Clovis

Fleming Insurance Agency

at otice!

See us

to these allegations of content, or If you fall
within that time to file in this office due proaf
T. S. 06781.
that you have served a copy of your anawer
Contest 1680.
on the mid contestant either in person, or by
Department of the Interior. It. 8. land office at registered mail. If this service is made by thei
Ft. Sumner. N. M Dec. tUh. 1913
delivery of a copy of your answer to the contestTo W'lllam H. Hoffman, of Clovla, N. M. Conant In person, proof
of
such
servlo
tested:
must be either the said contestant's written acknowledgment uf his receipt of the copy. show.
You are herrby notified that E. 11. Lorlna,
Ing the date of ita receipt, or the affidavit
who given Clovla, N. M
aa hie post-offit
address did on Nov. I1, 11 U. Alain this office his the person by whom the delivery was made
stating whe i and where the copy was deliverduly
application
to concorroborated
if made hv register! mail, proof of such sertest and awoore the cancellation of your ed:
vice murt consist of the affidavit of the person
homestead entry No.
serial No. 067fl by whom the copy was mailed sUt ing when and
made June 23. 1908 for NE
4 the post ofiVe to which it was mailed and this
section
township 3 N. Range 36 E. N. M. P. Meridian, affidavit muat be accompanied by the poatmasU-ar'receipt for the letter.
and as grounds for his contest, he alleges that
You rhould state in your answer the name of
you have wholly abandoned the land tor over the post office to which
you desire future nosix months last past, and have not complied tices to be aent to you.
C. C. Henry. Register.
w.th the homeiteid laws as to residencj and
Date of first publication. Dec. 11. 1913
cultivation, either the five year law or the
' second
Dec. 18, 1913
three year law.
Dec. 2S, 191?.
third
You are. therefore, further notified that the
fourth
Jan. 1. 1914.
said allegations will be taken by this office a'
having been confansed by you, and your said
Subscribe for
Youths
entry will be cancelled thereunder without Companion
your further right to be heard therein, either
now clubbing
before this ortice or on appeal. If you fail to file News under
In this office
twenty
days after the offer of $2.50 a year,
within
until Jan. 1.
of
notice,
fourth publication
th'a
See Earl E. Forbes or call
this
as
shown
your answer,
below,
under oath,
meeting and responding office.

Notice for Publication

.x

v

Fire Insurance, Bonds
Rentals and Loans

.

Complete A' stracts of Title to all lands and
town lots in Curry County. You need the best
Fire Insurance you can buy. Our aim is Service and Accuracy and your

PROTECTION

Agents Southwestern Savings, Loan & Building Association

CLOVIS,
m

.

illll

IINUIIWiaf.
I,

NEW MEXICO.
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...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths

SUE
112

1--

2

South Main St.

Clovis, New Mexico.

OHESPOOlr

"

S, i

G

V. STEED

Undertaker

& Embalmer

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.

SUGGESTIONS
i
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WE HAVE PRESENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
v

Bath Robes and Smoking
Jackets for Xmas.

There is not a man in Clovis,
who would not be pleased with a
bath robe or a smoking jacket.
Beautiful pattern in bath robes
$4.00
at
Smoking jackets in a nice range
$6.00
of patterns at

Men's Suits and Overcoats
for Christmas.
suit or overcoat
handsome
A
would surely make a moat pleas-

ing gift and here are hundreds
of models to select from. The
leading colors are Brown, Tan,
The
Gray and Blue Serges.
lee
Cur
&
Marx
Schaffer
Hart
Sclothey
Suits
M.
S.
and
and

Boys' Hose
Boys' heavy weight Buster
Brown hose 4 pair in box at $1.00
Nice line
Windsor

of ties for boys in

and

four-in-han-

d

and 6bc..
Jersey sweaters for boys in
gray and red at $1 50 and $2.00
Sweater coats at 75cts to $1.50

at

2i

Suspenders for men one pair in
50 and 75cts.
box
Complete line of men's neck ties
in velvet and silk in all nice new
35, 50 and 65cts.
patterns at
in soft
Men's handkerchiefs
10
6,
and 15cts.
lawn and linen at
A nice line of men's cufflinks,
tie clasps and stick pins to select
25 to 75cts.
from. Price from

$10.00 up to $25.00

at

Boys' Suits
What would please the Boy
more than to get a new suit
Christmas? We have boys suits
in Blue serge, Tan mixtures and
Gray at
$2.00 up to $8.50.
A complete line of Boys' Shoes
in gur metal calf and vici kid,
comine i n button o r lace
1.75 to $3. 00
at ,

Mackinaw coats for men in
blue chinchilla, gray, plaid and
brown. A nice coat to buy for
father, brother or husband Xmas
$10.00 and $12.00.
at
Men's Jersey sweaters in red.
$2.00
black and gray, at
vi en's
sweater coats in gray,

tan, navy and brown with the
new roll color at $1.00 to $5.00
Men's leather house slippers in
$1.75
black at
Men's felt house slippers at 75cts
Men's shirts in Silver and Ide
Men's Hose in Xmas Box,
$1.25 and $1.50
at
wool
shirts in tan, gray
pair in box, hole oroof at $1.50 Men's
blue,
with
collars and with
3 pair men's silk hose in holiday and
$2.00 out collars.
boxes at

W.

L

There is not a irl in Clovis,
who would not be pleased to get
a nice new cloak for Xmas. We
have them in the velvet, caracul
and all f the newest cloth

at

Simons kid gloves for ladies in
$1.25 to $1.50
the short glove
Long kid gloves at
$3.50
Ladies Rusch collars Ui .ssorted

2

r

75cts.

colors

Other collars at

35 am!

50cts.

We have a complete line of
ladies skirts in the newest models
$4. 00 to $12. 50
at
Ladies messaline peticoats in all
colors, made in the latest styles
$3.50
at
Ladies silk hose, 3 pair in a box
..$3.00
at
Ladies Buster Brown hose 4 pair
$1.00
in box. at
Beautiful line of felt house slip
pers for ladies at $1.25 and $1.50

This is for cash only positively
no furs charged at these prices.
We have a nice assortment of
fur sets in red and gray Pox,
Coney, Marmat, Beaver ETC. in
Black and White, priced per set
$7.50 to $30. UU

at

Ladies Suits and CoJs
What would please the lady
more than to give her a nice suit
or coat for Xmas.
$15.00 up to $25.00
Suits
$10.00 up to $25.00
Coats
Head scarfs in silk and knit
silk and wool, full size. Assorted colors and patterns

75ctsto$2.50

at

Nice line of fancy embroidery
table covers,
guest towels.
doileys El'C at ... 15cts to $1.50
Don't fail to look over our line
of German Silver mesh purses,
they come i n assorted sizes
at 2.50, 3.50. 4.00. 4.50 and $5.00
Vanity purses for ladies and
35cts to $1.25.
Misses at

LUIKART & COMPANY

3! vxrnne In and
35

$3.50 to $15.00

We carry a complete line of
Buster Brown shoes for girls and
can give you something that will
please in shoes at $2.00 to $3.00
Buster Brown hose 4 pair in box
$1.00
at
$1.00
Misses kid gloves at
35 and 50cts.
Misses gloves
White embroideried handker:. 5cts to 50cts.
chiefs

County, as last year it was given
a thorough test by dozens of
Five acres of feterita. a
here and the results
crop which is being ex- farmers
entirely
satisfactory. The
were
perimented with in the southcrop next year
planting
of
the
west, yeilded 30 bushels of grain
will more than double that of
to the acre on the farm of
this year as the native seed all
C. W. and Claude E. Finch near IM ui
oil,!
ii
Inn.oi
v a 1 a iai
(inu Id
i.i AVHn
tu an
Fountain in the Chico Basin, niiuuM
select.
Colorado. The Finch farm is
6,000 feet above the sea. The
feteria made matured heads,
even the smallest stalks had ma- postmaster at Texico and one of
tured grain.
The feteria seed were secured vjuu ryi ivao 111 L11C HIV IUU MUO.
from Oklahoma. They disked
the field in the spring and double dell Texas, to the Pecos Valley.
listed it. Last year they had Mr. Breeding owns some valu
seeded it to alfalfa, bu t failed to able land near Clovis.
get a stand. The feterita was
planted June land was harrowed
f AA
twice after it was up and culti- gold watch awarded her in
vated twice, the last time when guessing contest instituted
it was in bloom. A field of kafir the Household Mitcrame T
was treated in the same manner.
None of the kafir made heads, Miss Kirby the watch w a.
but all of the feteria did. The Montreal.
feterita madeadout three tons of
STRAYED from my farm
dry fodder an acre besides the
west and 7 miloa onrfh n
miles
grain. During the drouth it re
ona hlack sow. wmiv
Clovis.
mained green. It stood four and
150
lbs. Has ear torn
about
five feet high. Farmers in the
o nrvrr
tin rA . ... . rt .
ifamai.i
Chico Basin have practically engaged all the seed grown b the return of hoc C V. Forbes
Coffee Percolators. Casseroals, Finch brothers to plarK next
and high grade, useful kitchen year. Rio Grande Republican.
Feterita is really no longer an west and 7 miles north of CI
articles at Barry Hardware Co.
experimental crop i n Curry C. V. Forbes.
tf

SPECIAL SALE.
Mr. Lanham, son of the formJ. H. Croft, the jeweler, has
just received a big consignment er Texas Governor, was in the
of jewelry. He is located with city between trains Sunday. Mrs. E. C. Grisamore is gorepresents a
the Moran Drug Store south of M r. Lanham
ing out of business.
bitulithic paving company.
the postoffice.
Although a surprise and at
the same time much regretted
by her many friends, the announcement appears, that Mrs.
E, C Grisamore, of the firm
of Grisamore & Osborne will
soon retire from the ladies furnishing busmess, although Mrs.
Osborne will remain at the old
stand with a big stock of millinery, furs, novelties and holiday goods
In order to quickly dispose of
her stock, Mrs. Grisamore will
sell everything in her department except Miss Brooks and
the cash register. She is now
offering some exceptional val
ues in ladies wearing apparel.
For prices, she invites you to
ee her half Dasre advertise
ment which appears in this issue.
Mrs. Osborn also has a special
holiday bargain sale on Christ5T0RE
THE
mas novelties, furs and
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Our Entire Stock of Furs
at 20 per cent Discount.

Suggestions for the Girls

bee 2:

Our

Christmas
Goods
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Feterita on Dry Farm
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